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Soviets announce 
miss ie placements 
MOSCOW (Router) - -  The Soviet description best fits the SS.22, a new balance of forces and neutralizing 
~ion has announced it is deploying missile with a range of about 1,000 the concrete threat against us and 
ore nuclear-tipped missiles in kilometresmlles, our allies." . 
ast Germany, •maintaining its. Tass said Warsaw Pact member The Soviet Union announced last 
test move• was in response to the countries are "compelled to adopt October it would take court- 
creased placement: . of U.S. retaliatory measures'! b~ause of termeasures . once Washington 
edium-range , hue!ear imiasiles in continuing U.S. deployment, which began placing its new missiles in 
.=stern Europe. began last December. It gave no western Europe in December. 
Soviet mi l i tary• units began details and/did not ~say when the The late Soviet president Yuri 
arming nuclear we.apons in East decision had been taken. Andrnpov elaborated on this on Nov. 
~rmany and Czechoslovakia in TALKS HELD • ~ 24, soon after Moscow walked out of 
muary as part of a response to the Western diplomats aid it could the arms talks on medium-range 
:ployment of U.S. cruise and have been discussed inMarch •when missiles at Geneva, Switzerland, 
.~rshing 2 missi les in western East German Defence Minister Gen. saying work on Soviet bases in 
uropean countries. Heinz Hoffmann was in- Moscow for Czechoslovakia and East Germany 
The official Soviet news agency talks with his Soviet counterpart, would be stepped up. 
~ss reported briefly in English on Dmitry. Ustinov, and President 
onday that East ~Berlin and Konstantin Chernenko. Soviet officials have said in 
oscow have agreed: on stationing Moscow has not private the Kremlin was dismayed 
m additional number of Soviet disclosed said how many missiles it • at the lack Of res~nse in the West o 
,hanced range theatre missile has or plans to have in East bloc these measures. 
,mplexes" in East Germany. countries. The Kremlin's position since 
Tass called the weapons . Tans said Tuesday that Warsaw November has been that it will only 
enhanced range • operational Pact member countries would resume ' the disrupted arms 
chnical rocket units", respond to further U,S. deployment negotiations if the United States 
Western military experts in in future "strictly within the limits removes it nuelesr~tipped missiles 
oscow have said the Tass necessary for maintaining the from western Europe. ' 
U.S.  ilofficia/ says Canada's 
protest over oil premature 
W~HiNGToN (CP) " A U:S. parties on whether a sale should be protest is based partly on what 
ivernment.~i0fficiel says Canada proposed and where. Ottawa official5 say is "a verbal 
aS prematm-e in-lodging an official Canada has apparently jumped understanding" between Canadian 
pmt~tMonday against the possible the gun in" "protesting something and U.S. officials that no petroleum 
Ter race  motor i s ts  exper ienced  a s l ight  . and  Ke i thAvenue.  They  w i l l  be in  th is  a rea  sule0f!oil and gasexplorationleases, that hasn't even .been delineated exploration leases would be granted 
delay.  Monday  a f te rnoon ,  as th is  Depar t -  fo r  another  two  .months ,  ~paint!ng , f rom : ip/~:,disputed territory' between the- " " ' yet, he said. Based on'pnblic by either country .in any disputed 
ment  of  H ighways  c rew moved through Pr ince  Ruper t  to Burns .  Lake, /  " .: .Ali/skl~n Panhandle ;and  British commeht~from the notice, the U.S. territory at least until after set- 
town a in t in  the  cent re  l ine on H ighway 16 ~ " • ' • .  ' - ~' . . . . .  ~ i, ~,,~ :,/ ~~lunlbia. ~'. ' i . . . .  ~ ~'' - ' government is to decide whether to  : f lementOf a dispute Over Georges 
,. , P ........ .. g,, ..... , ,: .,. : , • . " . • .... ' ': .. ' : :  ". ,~ " ,  ~ " / / ; i , i  ~ ~::.~!!'~'::~ :~:,~'I'he:protest no e delivered by an .  issue formaln0tice'in Augustof a ' Bank in ,~e:G~f,  of. Maine on the 
.... . ........ ........ , .~.•. , ,~  ~.,:,~,~-::_c,:..~:,~;~,,,...'.. ~:/~,/~::~..~.,~,~;: ....~ ............. . . . . . .  "...',, :,:/.~¢;:,~,! ',~'. ~,.: ~!" '" .• : . .  i~, =./.:~,~lmssy official to~the I, LS, ~tat¢ .- ~ptbL:k~Sed sale' andlt te pttblicwould At i /u t t i c :c~;~,~' : : i~ :  ~ ' "~ ......... i
........ an  .... = " , • ' . . . .  i/'. " .eBB I I  * ' "L "M 4=:" '  ' : " ' '  " '  ' l~p~.rtment ~lccuSed:the Un i ted  have, an0iher ~0:ddya to resp0nd - They say the understanding unpgsveunxea m.a mame¢ TOr• •..,- / states'iof:"encroachments o :our afterthat. .i ' ' /:: coyers four~rtmning disputes: the 
. i .  sovereign rights" and demanded In describing the contents of the ~Ge0rgesBank, the Dixon Entrance 
• " - -  " ' ~ ' " '~  . ' . . . . . .  withdrawal of disputed territor~ note, a Canadian embassy official between B.C. and  the Alaska return Of once prevalent disease from the lease sale. . said: "The governmentofCanada ,Pa~handie, the Juan de Fuca Strait 
• - / :  Thomas DeRocco, chief •of in. • cannot accept encroachments on our . and adjacent waters between B.C. 
, . . . .  formation at the U.S. Interior sovereign rights under international 'and Washington'state nd part of the 
by RALPH RESCHKE diseases are, no longer "running sales of raw milk in B.C. are illegal. Department's Office of Minerals law and we formally protest against Beaufort Sea in the, Arctic. 
HeraldStaffWrlter rampant" throughout the country, The director/of epidemiology in Manegement~ said the protest was them." The Geerges Bank dispute now is 
TERRACE,-- How many of you that a level of complacency and the Ministry of Health, Dr. John, premature, because "we have not The protest note said ottawa before the International "Court of 
have enjoyed the taste of fresh, ignorance regarding consumption f ' stone, says the ministry is getting issued a proposed notice of sale and expects Washington to withdraw Just ce in The Hague, and U.S. of- 
unpasteurized milk, either from a raw milk has developed, sporadic reports of people with theareain question may not even be from the sale any areas that are ficials say they expect a decision in 
cow or a goat, and thought to Put quite simply, no amount of infections from campylohacter and in the'Sale area." , subject to Can'adien claims of - late August or early September. 
yourself, "This milk sure tastes intehnittent inspection or attention salmonella, nd the only thing they He isaid Canada is "misreading jurisdiction under ~ long-running Some officials say the 4ecision is 
good, and because it 's un- to bygenie practices by a raw milk have L in conlmon is they're all totally" the official U .S .  public dispute over the Can~da-U.S. water likely to e%tabli|b legal precedents 
pasteurized, I 'm getting all the producer can fully ensure that the consuming raw milk. notice that resulted in the protest boundary between the Alaskan' that could'hell$~ settle the other 
nutritious food valUe out of it.'" final product is safe for con- He says many cases of salmonella note. The notice had been merely a Panhandle and British Columbia. disputes, including counterclaims 
Well, you'r~ certainly getting all sumption, says a ministry of health poisoning o unnoticed because the call fo r comment by "interested An embassy spokesman said the over the Dixon Entrance. 
of that and more, perhaps more than 'report. 
you bargained for: Do the words . Milk is a highly perishable food incubation period for the disease is , ' 
long andpeeple may not associate . in e ppositio le .... "in g salmonella and campylobacter ~L.d an excellent medium for the stema hdiscomfortsw,th.,m, ; . p h illi p a d  
o-  . ,==,  o o,,,u,..,o...oo.., o .  d ,o  oo .  o r .= . ,  O n 
"Salmonella symptoms can show a wide Variety of pathogenic wish to drink the milk they produce, 
up within 12 hours after ingesting organisms. It is mainly for this take the time to pasteurize the milk MANILA (AP) -- Opponents of tabulation of about one-third of the 30-per-cent opposition success rate, 
raw milk," said Russ Seltonri~, reason thatmllk products are under and make it safe for human con. President Ferdinand Marcos led votes cast in Monday's election, saying he expected government 
• chief public health inspector for this more intensive control than law sumption. -• . '.vith 53 per cent of the National Authorities aid 91 people were cheating. . 
region. Hec0ntinued, "The normal otheritom of food. The ministry of health, will be Assembly races forwhich unofficial killed and 24 wounded in eloction day 'Today, he said the early results 
incubation period for the disease is And what about the supposed releasing an information brochure returns had been counted today. An violence, most of them by rebels, are "beyond our hopes and wildest 
between 24 and 36 hours, but that all nutrious benefits of drinking un. on the home •paSteurization of milk opposition leader said the resuitsare Salvador Laurel, president of the imagination," but warned against 
depsnds on the number of organlsms pastaui'isod milk? on May 28, If you would like more "beyond our hopes and wildest. United Nationalist Democratic ',monkey business" changing the 
in the milk and the health of the According to provincial ministry information before that date, con- imagination." Organization, had projected only a results. 
person drl"kiug ~e milk." Syrup- of health brochures,, there is no tact he local health unit at 628-0311. The count was based on unofficial 
toms include diarrea, vomiting and evidenoe that raw milk is more . , 
abdominal pain. " " " nutritious than pasteurized, milk. 
• ab laze  in He sald that the sa ,e  holde true. Altheughpas.teuri=tiouresulisina Oil t a n k e r s  for another bovine disease;, cam, loss of vitaminC (10 to 20 percent), 
u t W a e r s  host. Both these bacteria, is not considered, an  important . . . . .  q~l I I  
salmonella and campylobacter, a e source o f  these nutrients, the. MANAMA, Bahrain (Router) - -  a missile attack, hut it was not 
very common in nature and in- literature states. New missile attacks in the Persian seriously damaged. 
variably end up being found in the However, pasteurized milk does Gulf left four 0il tankers either Shipping sources aid' Monday the 
milk of cows and goats, and therefor contain vitamin D, a federally ablaze or in distress today as the Panamanian-flag cargo ship 
transf~able tohumans, should the regulated addition. As well, there is Iran-Iraq conflict flared anew; Esporanza 2 and the Iranian. 
raw milk he consumed, practl¢ally no effect, through At the same time both Iran and registered tanker Tabriz were on 
Not more than lOO years ago, the pasteurization the levels of milk Ireq reported gr0~d fighting fire south of Kharg, Iran's main oil 
I L  ~9 . classic diseases of scarlet fever, fat, carbohydrates,  calcium, seemingly concentrated along terminal. 
tuberculosis, typhold diptheria, vi~min A, vitamin D, riboflavin, southern sectors of the front in the This was in the zone where rescue 
typhoid fever were still eommou pantotbenic acid, niacin, vitamin 44-month-old struggle between the teams w e r e  already battling a blaze 
ailments that could be contracted BG, biotin, vitamin E and vitamin K. two countries, aboard the Saudi-registered tanker 
from public drinking water supplies, And although it has been The ftareup at sea triggered a al-Ahoed, hit by a missile a week 
cow or goat milk (actually any auggested that raw milk may be sharp inerease ininsurance rates for ~ ago. 
animal that had been infected with nutritionally superior to pasteurized ships using gulf ports. ATTACKS TARGETS 
the typhoid bacteria), or other milk because of its lecithin content, Marine insurance brokers in Iraq said Monday its aircraft had 
sources that allowed these mi lk  actually contains very little London said premiums for seven- attacked two "large naval targets" 
organisms to grow. lecithin. :.. day cover for ships using the Iranian south of Kharg, suggesting it was 
However, due, tO the treatment of Mmtlecithinis foundin foods such *" ports of Kharg and Bushire were responsible for the blazes on the 
public water supplies, through the as egg whites, liver, unrefined increased to three from two per Esperanza nd Tabriz. 
pasteurization f milk, and through vegetable oil,, wheat germ and soy cent. But Iraq denied it had made any 
the immuul~tion programs carried beans. And insurahce rates for the Other strikes in the gulf on Sunday mor- 
gulf ports, apart from Iran and Iraq, ning, when the Umm-Casbah was on by the varictm health mlatstries There is only one farm selling raw were doubled to 0.075 per cent for 14- hit. 
across Canada, almost all of these milk in all of B.C. It.is located m 
diseases are no 10ng~ prevalent in Salt spring Island and is controlled day cover. The Iraqi news agency INA 
this country, by the ministry of agriculture and News of the move folloWed reports carried a statement late Monday 
It is believed that becanan these ofnd. Other than this one outlet, all from the stato-owned ~' Kuwait oil f rom Information Minister Latif 
tanker Company that another Of its Nassif al-Jaszem, who said there 
ships had been hit in an air attack in had been no Iraqi naval or air ac- 
the waterway, the second in two tivityin the gulf throughout Monday. 
days. " . . . .  Shipping sources said both 
The 18,012-tonne Bahrah was Kuwaiti tankers were hit on the 
attacked well outside the -one that western side of the gulf, closer to the 
lraq hasbarred to shipping in the Soudi coast than to the Iranian 
• gulf war with lran. seaboard. 
Fire which broke out on board was The chairman of the Kuwait oil 
rapidly extinguished, but the tanker company, Abdul-Fattar al- 
Bahrah's owners reported it was Badr~ told the news agency KUNA 
badly damaged with a maasive hole that the Bahrah was attacked by an 
in the starboard side. , unidentified plane. He said the 
The Kuwaiti-owned 55,620-'tonne tanker, not carrying oil, was headed 
Umm-Casbah had been hit earlier in for Kuwait before the attack. 
4 
Winner  o f  a t r lp  for  two  to Aust ra l ia ,  Ter race  res ident  Geof f  
S t raker  ( r ight )  accepts  congratu la t ions  f rom Safeway 
manager  Gary  Quadros .  Geof f  is one  of  th ree  B.C. w inners .  
Th is  is the  f i r s t  t im"  := To=trace res ident  has  won the  contest .  
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The sexual assault help line, 
has made a commitment o 
Terrace to assist in the 
awareness and prevention of 
sexual assault of children. 
Recently, we provided the 
opportunity to have Linda 
Haliday, an internationally- 
known victim of sexual assault, 
speak in Terrace. The con- 
ference was free of charge to the 
public. It was attended by more 
than 160. people from Terrace, 
Kitimat, Prince Rupert and 
Hazelton. 
Only due to the generosity of 
people and organizations in our 
community were we able to make 
our aspirations a reality. We 
depend to a great degree on 
volunteer help and donations 
within the community to continue 
providing a very essential ser- 
vice to Terrce and ~u'ea. 
The sexual assault help line 
was advised several weeks ago 
that our budget has been cut.for 
the year by five per cent. 
Because of this, we will be 
looking even mope to people, 
organizations, businesses and 
clubs to assist us in continuing 
this service. 
We are appealing publieally for 
a donation of a. photocopy 
machine, nearly everyone at- 
tending the conference r quested 
copies o f  ,pamphlet- and. in: 
f~a l lO i i< ,o~Ul l f  i~a~ult  ;'"-': ~' :; 
"we  would i~luire th iuse  of  the '  
machine for perhaps a month's 
time. Any organizatton or 
business willing to donate please 
phone 635.4042, 




Sexual assault help line 
No.2-3238 Kalum S t .  
Terrace, B.C. 
VgG 2N4 
i Britain to 
beef up 
i its forces 
Building bridges Japan 
Canadian and . Japanese  telephone service, national communications ~!lc.les" 
mslnessmen got together Monday to': j 'It said.;lower:;Iong distance rates. ~ Inother bus in~ news Mb~iay: 
rytopork up trade bet3veen thetwo would prev~t he loss of telecom- , ~.Barrick Resources Ltd,,,Camflo 
:ountries during" :the seventh munlcatlons business to the United Mines. Ltd. and Bob-Clare Invest-  
U.S.  interest  rates  
set our s tandard  
OTTAWA (CP) -- Gerald Bouey 
need not fret about being fired from 
his job as governor of the Bank of 
Canada by the next prime minister. 
But the seven aspirants to the 
Liberal throne can't offer the same 
comfort o 'those who may be tossed 
out of a job by rising interest rates. 
The leadership, contenders want 
rates to go down --  they all love 
morn and apple pie too --  but they 
say there's no escape for Canadians .
at present. Rates here must follow 
United States rates up. 
None is prepared to publicly 
challenge Ottawa's policy of 
tracking U.S. rates upward, let 
alone toss Bank of Canada'governor 
Bouey out to get rates down in- 
eluding Justice Minister Mark 
MacGuigan who recently "joked" 
that would be the first thing he'd do 
as prime minister.  . . Gera ld  Bou .e¥  . "  -i 
' ; '~; l~i ld~ I!iu'tl~hi~ gove~'e i i L ' "~o 'n - : : : i i i ! i . ,  .... ' " "  . . . . . .  ..... t, .,,~'~ 
'~tend:'ra'tes here: must"folloW U.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
, rates-up'to, prevent a sharp'd~llffe .... 
-: LONDON (AP) - -Br i ta in  will 
~raise ,the combat strength of its 
~ermed forces, reduce the peHcy- 
~making powers Of individual 
~,ommunders and let private firms 
-~rovide support services in what the 
~overnment says is the biggest 
~military overhaul in 20 years. 
• : Defence Secretary Michael 
-~leseltine outlined the plans in a 
~olicy document submitted to 
~'arliament on Monday. The paper minister as well as that of the Hank 
~viil be debated in House of Corn- of Canada." 
~mons but is virtually assured, of Energy Minister Jeans Chretien, 
~passage b causeof the conservative considered the No. 2 contender, says 
~arty's majority. Canadians must accept he fact that 
: Heseltine described the proposals Canada is compelled to follow U.S. 
~s the "greatest single overhaul of rates. 
)nachinery for development and co- The only alternative is exchange 
trdination of defenee policy for two controls and that would be 
~iecades." disastrous, he says. 
Among other moves, he said, Of the seven, only Economic 
in the dollar, which would cause 
higher inflation and in  turn even 
higher interest rates. 
The candidates agree. 
• At best some are offering 
strategies - - mostly vague - -  which 
they hope will allow the government, 
sometime in the future, to fulfil its 
1980 promise of. made-in-Canada 
interest rates. 
That may be too late. 
Recent interest, rate increases 
suggest hat, if a plunge back into 
recession is to be avoided, getting 
the country out of its monetary maze 
will be the first and most crucial test 
the new prime minister will face. 
Frontrunner John Turner says'  
because of the $50-billion-a-year 
federal deficit, "we don't have the 
flexible independence r quired to 
separate our interest rates from 
those of the Americans." 
HALVE DEF IC IT  
Turner's long-term solution is to 
halve the deficit over the next three 
to seven years but he's not clear on 
how he would do that. He says this' 
would allow Canada to free itself 
from U.S. rate increases without 
endangering the dollar. 
But in the meantime, he says "I'm 
in favor of'the policy of the finance 
Development Minister Donald 
Johnston offered aspecific ourse of 
action: Major tax breaks d~igned 
to boost the value of thekdoilar 
without raising interest rates: 
Johnston says he would, among 
other things, allow a complete' 
rollover of capital gains Which are 
reinvested in Canadian firms and 
extend that offer to profits from the 
sale of foreign assets held by 
Canadians. 
~ritain will put 4,000 more combat 
Iroops in West Germany and make 
more warships and planes available 
]o NATO to meet the "steady in- 
~rease" in Soviet military 
tapability. 
; Wherever possible, Heseltine said, 
~nen and resources would be shlfled 
'~o fighting "teeth" units from the 
~dministrative "tail". 
"While we are determined to 
nalntaln the credibility of 
]eterrence," Heseltine said, "we For example, if a Canadian sold 
ire also committed to the pursuit of foreign assets, the profit would not 
lenuine progress on arms control be taxed if brought back to Canada 
md to the search for a better us- and Invested in a Canadian business 
iierstanding with the Soviet Union." within, say, six months. 
To ensure efficient spending, . Or if a business went publiC, there 
defence contracts will be opened up would be no tax on any capital gains 
.|o private compeUtion instead of reinvested in n Canadian firm. 
~oing to traditional suppliers, he Those tax changes, along with 
others, would lead to a flow of 
capital into the country, Johnston 
says, and at the same time keep 
"capital he're which otherwise would 
• fl0w out of the country to reap the 
benefits of higher U.S. inter~t 
rates. 
r Attractidg" ~d keeping, capital 
here would boost the value of the 
dollar and, in turn, allow Ottawa to 
get off the U.S. interest-rate roller 
coaster. ,. 
Mark MacGuigan 
Howe~,er, unt i l  those tax  changes 
are in place, the roller coaster ide 
must continue, Johnston said. 
MacGuigan campaign chairman 
Jim. McDonald said that i f  the 
minister wins the leadership race, 
he won't fire Bouey and last week's 
on-camera comments were just a 
joke. 
MacGuigan won't "even discuss 
:laid. 
.~ Support services uch as aircraft 
~ervicing, repair of army equipment 
:and movement of men and Stores 
~ill be handed over to private firms 
.for the same reason, he said. 
~! Eight Warship which were to have 
been put in reserve after 1986 will 
itay operational. The Royal Air 
Force will increase its number, of 
hircraft by 15 per cent over the next 
~ecade. ) 
~anada-Japen . :  Businessmen's States! and encourage more corn-. 
3onferenco. ~ ' . /  " ' /  panles'to use Bell's faciflties rather 
David :! Culver, presidont ~ 'of , than build :duplicate installations. 
~ontroal-based Alca~. Alnmin inm . ?: . .~ .~- ,~,~.  ~,A, , , ,  v 
, ; ;  . . . . .  • , • . e l l ,  l~ .a lV l l~ i i l l~ '  I r~.#l la i~.~ , i 
~td.,". . cal led, . ,  . on < .. Japanese If t.,,t-rln|n~ kn, tnssnv n~ltev to keco 
)ssinessmen to share 0enadas ,  • . . . . .  :. ,, • . - . . . .  . - . .  ~ . . .  bamc:.localphone rates at the 
mmre, mr a maturing economm lowest' Wactical level," .but both 
'elatl0nship. .long distance and local service must shares convertible into about'., one 
Culver, leader of more than 100 .. be repriced to. "reflect more ac- per cent of the outstanding common 
~anadian senior executives at the. curately the costs of providing these shares of the new company,:.~, 
:onference inKobe;.Japa~, said the services?' . .  . Cunadair Ltd. said it .has.ap- 
!elationshlp must go beyond one of Bellhas argued for some time that pointed Carl Perry executive vice, 
mppller-costomer in. aw materials ,~ rmllov nf k~=s=ninu l n~o ____.cdistan e president. 'to' direct the company's 
' . . . .  I rade - ~-.-.--a . . . . . .  ~--.o .... md energy trade'to bilatera t , , , ,~' . . . . .  ,,~,~.;..o,ih,to ;-effect a 
n manmacturen genus ann muumi .~ m~heidv far I~ni e,ntnmers • - 
n~estment in new tedmologies and - '~e'~rt 'e i  wa-s---Beil"s-r&ponse to a 
~usiness op~rtunities. ' Communications. Department an- president of Summa ~rp ' / s  Hughes 
So fa r ,  there~has been no open • noancement ~of a major review of Helicopters inc. division. ,, ~ ;<. 
• esponse / to  rCu]ver's ca]] but the  
Japenese' did  "say  the p lanned . , , i i  ' ' : . / :  . , ~ : : _~ ..... " " '  
,o o o ,o .  o , .=e 
;anad ian  :~. < Manufacturers .  • , I~ I1  / I('-} [ ] /1~ !1 t~ U l~ i  - 11:17i,; 
" ' " f er  " "  " ' ' ' "  - -~"  . . . .  ' '" ~';; kssoclatiun might lead to urth . • . r "  . . .. • . . . . .  : .'~:~.,.>~.
mlesof.flninhedgoode,..: ' ,  . . , :  . " , '  . ~ ' . =. .  , ,i " i ~i,;.~i!~;/.~i, 
~After ''lie opening session, the : ~ ~IP~ ~ r " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ 4~ m .~ ~;~'  ' 
~n'adians und  more than 150 . I, I I J  I I _l.iv [N ,~J  I I . ~ .  ~ / I |  I l l l  I I l .  ~l/,(~i;,.._~ 
Japanese sealorexecutives broke Up : . ' . • :. ~.~,~,.;Tii ~ 
.nt0.sectoralgroups for a series of 'r " ' , /  = ' ~ __  =~ ~ ~ :~:~',:~: ' 
~orldng sessions. ' . : . . . a.~:~. 
In the automotlve sector, Patrick" securmiy, in uanao, ,,   -
Davelle, president of the Automotive ' • , . ' . ' , .. ' " ",.'. ~'-:~ ""
Parts Manufackurers. Association o f '  MONTREAL (CP) - -  Ling l ' ap ,  their heads. Quebec huSh,men.  
~anada, : urged Japanese 
lutomakers: especially now ,that 
;hey are.moving into the North 
~nerlc~an market, to'i buy ..more 
3anadien p a r t s . .  . . . .  
NELCOMES INVESTMENT.~ ' ' .  
Lavelle said his association 
welcomes direct investment in 
Canada hy Japanese auto and auto- 
parts companies but that the in- 
vestment should not cause .undue 
harm to established manufacturers. 
Duplate. Canada and Tr don, 
among" others, are already sup- 
plying parts in Japan to several 
manufacturers. 
In the tourism sector, the 
Japanese proposed i a "working 
holiday" plan. which would allow 
people from both countries to get 
three-month combination tourist 
and working visas permitting them 
to work in the other country while on 
vacation. The Japanese. have an 
agreement with Australia allowing 
for one-year working visas. 
In another meeting, the Canadians 
proposed creation of a banking and 
finance sub-sector to explore ways 
to improve financial relationships, 
particularly as steps are being taken 
to liberalize the Japanese financial 
market~ 
In another development, Bell 
Canada told .the federal COm- 
munications Department it is no 
.Yui misses the dally meetings with 
.business colleagues in Hung Kong'•s 
:i teahouses, where they ate steamed 
i: dumplings ;and devoured the lastest • 
• business gossip. 
. .  But the 55-year-old immigrant; 
who is setting up an import-exp0rt 
• company in his suburban Verdun 
home, is happy enough swapping his 
ritual for an English-style breakfpst 
and a sense of financial security for 
himself and his family. 
It's a lot better here for family l i fe  
- -  for your health," Ling said in an. 
interview. 
"It's the Chinese system. Wheii 
you,re getting old,' you put more 
attention on the young than your- 
self." 
Yul is one of many Houg gong 
entrepreneurs filtering into Quebec 
and the rest of Canada, seeking 
securityfor their children and their 
money in the face of political un- 
certainty generated by the 
knowledge that Britain's 99-yeer- 
lease on its Chinese colony ends in 
1997. 
China has vowed that Hung Kong 
will be able to keep its capitalist 
system for 50 years. But residents 
are nervous about the promise as 
Sino.British talks over the island's 
future continue and they are keeping 
an .eye out for opportunities to 
emigrate or to stash their capital 
ments Ltd, said they have agreed to 
merge through a share exchange. 
Camflo eha~holders will receive 
seven shares of the new company for 
each share held and Ha,rick holders 
will receive one share. Bob-Clare 
holders will receive preferred 
worldwide marketing and!planning 
efforts. Perry is a Californiani Who 
was previously ex~uUve,yice.  
lean ~en, '  
real-estate brokers, muniCli~l!Tand 
.. provincial olfictals ai'ei!;~F, ln g 
• pilgrimages towoo invektme~t h'om 
Honk Kong - -  the world's'.:~ihird- 
largest financial centre, /,/,:~: . 
. Quebec Immlgration:lL~i~ter ' 
C~rald Godin made a 'piteh,it0in- 
vestore inhis February vielt t0H0ng 
Kong, s~iying he hoped to take ad. 
vantage of the political uncertainty 
there to . attract some 
"millionaires." ' >` 
Godin hasn't yet landed any of Jhe 
many millionaires In the free- 
market economy of Hung Koug, 
their ranks swollen by a renl-estate 
boom in the 1960s and 1970s when 
island real estate was in short 
supply and prices shot up~ $. 
However, the provincial govern- 
ment plans to establish n "trade 
oriented" delegation i  Houg Kong 
this fall, a quasi-diplomatic office 
which will also house the Quebec 
immigration office, said Bernard 
Landry, Quebec's minister for ex- 
ternal trade. Ontario and Alberta 
already have trade offices there. 
"quebec has ~lone its homework, 
said Leslie Scott, deputy director of 
the East Asian programs division of 
the Externals Affairs Department. 
Scott said about 400 Houg Kong 
residents applied to emigrate to 
. Canada under the federal govern - 
meat's entreprune~ program 
during the first quarter of 198J., the 
longer possible for long distance elsewhere. ,,b!~e~t slncetheprogr.am began in 
. ~telepltone~.rat~,.'to;,sibsidize~)5~M. , ,~"Att i t twi th |do i l t r "s ig l lS  ~la~fl:ittg'in -~i!~8~. / ' , .. ' .  ; , , 
............... Mon" - " 'ey  ............ i'or ....... nauve,  Jan ' " '  ' " '  ..... ; ' ;guages ' "  . . . . . . . . . .  '+~ . . . .  ' . . . . . .  e `  
FORT SMITH, N.W.T. (CP) --- doesh'.t come up with money for.  appoal, aillegislattonpassaclbynoth 
The government of the Northwest 
Territories will introduce legislation 
to make French an official anguage 
in hopes of pushing the +federal 
government for more money to 
develop native languages. 
The proposed legislation, which 
was debated Monday, would legally 
recognize the seven native 
languages spoke nby the majority of 
the territories' 45,000 people. 
"The preservation, development 
and enhancement of the aborigin .at 
languages (will) be expressly 
declared as the aim of the govern- 
ment so that they may at the ap- 
propriate stage be used for all or any 
of the official purposes of the 
territories," said Government 
Leader Richard Nerysoo. 
Most of the 24 members of the 
legislative assembly say they will 
give conditional support to the 
legislation i  the hope of increasing 
their bargaining leverage with 
Ottawa to win money for native 
• language programs. 
Education Minister Dennis Pat- 
terson said the proposed bill could be 
native language programs." 
"We want to to use this paper . . .  
as a way to do some very hard 
negotiations with the  federal 
• government to undo the years of 
neglect that the native languages 
have suffered in the North," Pat- 
terson said. 
"We will go to tlle government of
Canada and say: 'You have •
promised t0belp develop aboriginal 
• languages. Here's what it's going to 
cost. We want significant funds from 
you to do that work.' And if our 
negotiations aren't sat isfactory. . .  
then weare going to have to call the 
house back and report to you that 
our strategy has not worked out." 
The proposed language bill came 
about after the federal government 
swooped down in March with an 
amendment to the Northwest 
Territories Act and the Yukon Act to 
make French an official language. 
John Munro, federal indian and 
northern affairs minister, said 
Ottawa was forced to act quickly 
because if a Yukon francophone who 
fought a speeding ticket that was 
• written only in English won bis 
territorial governments could 
become Invalid. 
The Yukon man, Daniel St. Jean, 
delayed his appeal after l~lunro's bill 
was given first reading in 
Parliament. Under the bill, the 
territories have until 1988 to publish 
all ordinences, regulations or other 
proclamations in French. 
The surprise move by the federal 
government caused an uproar in the 
territories. Yukon Government 
Leader.Chris Pearson px:otested that 
Ottawa was showing the "worst kind 
of colonialism" by moving 
'unilaterally without any con- 
sultation with northern leaders. 
In the Northwest Territories, 
where only two per cent of the 
population speaks French, there has 
been strong concern that native 
languages would be shoved 'aside. 
John T'scleie, member for' Saktu, 
told the assembly it would be 
"ludicrous" for him to tell his 
constituency, made up largely of 
Dane Indians, that he supported 
French legislation •while being 
unable to do anything to develop 
native languages. 
range of options. Choices exposed by the Commis- 
sion run the gamut of possibilities from A to B. 
That Is truly unfortunate because while, many 
people, including myself, had very modest expocta- 
ttons for the Commission, at the very least we had 
expected itto present an eclectric range of choices 
to which people could react in the second stage of 
the process. The preliminary report leaves us with 
the conclusion that the commission has very large- 
ly wasted its first $10 million. 
The choices which are prosent~ do not reflect 
the range which is actually available but rather 
mirror the sympathies of the Commission. Take, for 
example, the major challenge of employment and 
scrapped if the federal government 
interest rates and the dollar as a 
separate issue because, fol" one 
thing, McDonald says it may not be 
convention.an issue after the June leadership D 0 t M R S  
Further, he says interest rates and 
the dollar are. covered: by I 
MacGuigan's overall economic I strategy, the goal ~'f which is full 
employment - -  defined by dL i~ 'mm d[~ mm ~ g N ~ g  
MacGulgun as i five-per-cent 
unemployment . .  
To reach that goal, ' MacGulgan 
plans to emulate Australia's Labor . Sterling News Service Feature 
Prime Minister Bob Hawks. • . with MICHAEL WALKER 
MacGuigan would - immediate ly  
MacDonald Report runs 
gambit from A to B 
What has 13 heads, is 55,000 pages wide end 76 
pages  deep and costs $10 mimon? If you guessed the 
Royal commission on the Economic Union and 
Development Prospects for Canada treat yourself 
to an extra reading of your tax return. 
The so-called Macdonald Commission ha s Just 
~essed its interim report which summarizes.in 20
pages the briefs which have been submitted by 
Canadians. When you appreciate hat those briefs 
totalled 55,OOO pages, a20 page summary ISno mean 
accomplishment. What Is even more remarkable IS 
the nUmber and variety of opec,am interest groups 
i that warrant mention in that herculean survey..  
The hulk of the study in taken up with presen- 
ring what the Oommisslon feels Is the array of 
choices which currently lie open to Canadian 
pollcymakers and to the electorate inbuilding abet -  
tsr economic future. While the Commission did 
i ynemen service in the mechanics of gathering and 
summar iz ing  v iewpo in ts ,  It has done what can only 
be described as a disappointing Job of providing a
Inflation. The Commission stutes the challenge as 
being to obtain full employment end stable costs 
. and prices. The choices which the Commission sees 
available to Canada to achieve these objectives are: 
first, expansionary government policies coupled 
with ~mplementory poileles to limit Inflation. Se. 
emid, more direct government intervention. The 
third, and the only one which makes any suggestion 
that here may be a problem with government's role 
in the~procoss, I  to deregulate he private sector. 
The fourth and final suggestion is business as usual 
- -  in other words, carryon the Way we are now. 
With the single ex~:eptlon of hnproving the 
operation ofmarkets, all four choices laid out by the 
Commisalan i volve a morn active role by govern- 
ment in the economic process. Even the framing of 
the choices makes clear the commission's bias to 
look first to the government sector to solve 
ecosomlc problems and 0nly, if it becomes evident 
[hat tltis would not work that another option be 
selected. 
This Is an unfortunats position for the C0mmis- 
Men ~ have ,adopted. But it permeates the 
~ and It IS to be reverently hoped 
wa~ C~dl~ ~act strongly and negatively tothe 
pro~o~ C4Mkined in It. 
bring together all the players in the 
economy --  labor, business, 
government and ico-operatlves --
and have everyone, including 
Ottawa, put their cards on the table 
and hammer out a pa.th acceptable 
to all. 
It's a goal everyone can agree to 
strive for, McDonald says, adding 
that Hawke's approach as worked 
"tremendously well." 
DID NOT WOJ~K 
But it didn't work in Australia, at 
least as far as reducing unom. 
ployment goes, and . eliminating 
unemployment" is MacGulgan's I 
major goal. 
Unemployment in Australia was 
9.3 per cent in March, down only. 
slightly from the 10-per-cent rate: 
when Hawks took over as primel 
minister a year agoi and close to~ 
double the level MaeGnigan has set 
as a goal. " " .~. 
Further, inflation in Austt'alia was 
running at 8.6 per cent in March,; 
well above the 4./-per.cent rate In. 
Canada. • 
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the cabinet o de~lare from. yourselves." ' ~,,~ : : Will beoo/eiyrespensible for the alienation ' ! pmvm.m prinelple arly tlilsmoniing~ for ' The'changes allow , . . . . . . . .  . . _ 
: changes ito the Labor C, ode which reddCe s~la l  pr0Jecta, such" as Expa S6, to be ~' But, he added, poli0t~'any ann mr -o~ many ot r your. own-suppaners WhO are | Vehicle damages total $4,000. ~ 
:: thepowers of .unions,in ~British'Coiumbla ' e;~u0miC:' development projects; and tunately for our future/tb~ are'too stupid trade union members who quietly vote for | ' The accident occurred at 10:40 p.m., Monday 
, while giving their 'members• a ~ greater heii~ open'tp all' contractors and wor0zrs, to understand Wh0t~ wear#lsaying. to.them,,, you while avowing all~;ia~',ce~ to tl~e NDP." I evening, when a pickup truck stru~ the rear end of 
i vo ice :  ~ : i . . . . . . .  ~'.  ~.,i :::ii: .~. ~i ~REsTRICT PICKETING ~. ' i :  i and.theyarebringing ~t~o~lle~r.:~jn_. _ise.: Barrett said he wa' di,turbed because ~ a..vchicle stopped at a red light on the.overpass. 
:, ,0PposltionLeade~Dave.Barrett:mddth'e i:~Tl~y alSO ~tHct  se~0ndary~picketing, ~Helsaid:the:'.impagt/o~;~e;!.~Ia~tod,thelegislation wilFle~.l t~ trouble atthe . , ~e .  ~,ehLcle was pushed into another vehicle 
: :: '.government Willruethe~daythat!t d~ided mdke~it eaglet',t0 icertffy'or decertify.a :woMd not'be felt ove~.t~bUto~;er the • .workp lace . .  i ~."r" ~t~" ped,j~,.les, in front, of it. There were no. reperted I ri- 
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predleting the changes !will le~d t0~ its ~:strike. Provision is made to decertify an i :  ~'You can he right w ing~ ouZel,be l ft "You are Setting worker against worker, i ~ :In another matter, a B.C. Telemplo~ee r ported 
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':::/Spe, akingduringdebate0f~the]aborcode yearS, ahd/permits Certification for  a tempt o be logieal, you cap attgmpt to be : w0rker, you are setting i,vestor against copper Mountain was  broken into and ap- 
amendment' act, Barrett said that the late..: single project if 55 per cent of the era- rcas0nable, b0 ifpeoplg.fe~ th{~['they are. ,investment in B~'itish Columbia." . ~ .proximately $600damage Was done to a Sno-Cat 
, W:A. C, Bennett,'who'Was premier for;20 ~:ployess concur. ' : :  ' . '  d "L" : P " r:: r not!berg treated fair!~i~a~'s.iwhen they '~. Earlier, Barbara Wallace' (NDP--," " stored there, '. Police are continuing their in- 
years and is the father"0f ,Premier!!Blll. BaiTett n0ted that .the elder iBennett throw,governments 0ut,.'~i,~S..:J~.!:.~: :,i i ~ '. C0w|chan. MalahaO said the bill w~s'. .,v..estigation. • . ' 
Bennett, would vote against he bill if he ~ Crossed' the floor in the early 1950s to form ISSUE8 WARNING " ~" : !~ ::-~'/.:';,. ~. . . . . . .  ' taking.away the rights Of people to earn a . . . .  ~- . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ' 
• the S~ciul Credit party in opposition to the The former premier no~e~!' that -the fair wage. ~ ~ 
• were alive today because' "it is unfair.". ~it iong0vernment because ithad taken ..~go'vernr~ent needs the Unt0n~v~# to stay in However, John Parks • (SC-- ;:However, in wrappin0hup second I II EIMA VALLEY  
~ading debate Labor Minister Bob a~:sharp"turn to the right, .bringing in~p0~erbu l~b~ng 'Ma'd!.a~lville-Coquitlam) . .disagr .e.ed. - - " - - -  - , 
• McClelland disagreed, saying tile bill not ':~!egiMatibn heconsidered unfair. " . . . .  for confr, .: "~ ~ s ayin.g:.that'instead of bashing un!gns ~it ': |~  • mi~Mm PR~ E~m ~ngpqp I 
only was fair but it was evenhanded and.:i:' And, he'notod, thecoalitionwasdefeated ~ " "You  ~ ,~e i . .~-< '~ear ly 'en l~c~- the  rights Of workers i n ' - I ~  J I ~ I ~ K ~  \ ~MAKI~Ig I [ 
: restored "some of the righ~ to the people shortly drier. , " dustrial. !~t6' the :ithe p~vince., ' . . . . . .  ' .* . : ! . . . " . ,  
Members  of the Ter race  Rotary Club were 
caught off, guard at their  weekly Monday 
meeting, when~the directors announced that 
the membersh ip  would walk  to the Rotary 
L I I EVe : hturd.y 
I/" ,,- i Starts~a t~9~* ,, I " inthe ~ :!". . 
I" U ln ry  Pnrking• I '°t• • i 
[ . Buy your local I~eddlng plants i 
i " and fresh vegetables 
"!" . ' :  : For further lnformation call i 
. . . . .  BAG   i,I!SLEEPIHG 
bus shelter as part  of the week-long f i tness  West tothe Shelter in front of the Skeena Ma l l  
challenge between Terrace and K l t imat .  The and then back to the Inn. Also taking part  in 
43 members  present wi l l ing ly  par~ic!p#ted,; i~ the:  wa lk  was Rotary.  exchange student, 
the event and walked f rom the Inn 'o f  the" LolJIse N0t ley . .  :!*i :. .i 
Clean ing  troops in smoking batt!  i!ii,  ,il I ] . . . . .  '.. , .. ' National .': i": :ii ". 
: " " "~ / * : " ." ' ' "  Physical Activity Week * : i" , 
(C )  " The 5,500 pharmacies throdghout •The captions, read: '~A ~'":"";::':::/~':b~ Mav 13.21, 1984 " 
pharmacies will soon be encouraged -the country also have the option of cigarette isa littlefreedom ~ i~ i i:i.~..!;'!~ii " :~,~:.{ !i:" i ~" ' "'• ' 
• to stop promoting tobacco products not. taking part in the program, said and '~Two-thlrds. of Canadia/is ~ ' (  :::,:~ : :T~' im~enlmg events l~ the 
under a joint program of the federal . Lissack. smoke.' . . . .  r '" ~ :~ '4 ~ • .  . . . . .  , ...~.,.:; 
Department.of Health' and Welfare . ' ':All we can do is encourage our A pharmacist can choose ~put  ~iP .:~'J':]i~"W! "¢] I!bJ?g¢" inelud6: free . 
toi)ut up !t and the Canadian Pharmaceutical memhers to participate," he said. "It a sign, saying, "Than~. for  not 
• Association, association president depends on their conscience and smoking," and the ]ront door m.~ 
Stsn Llssack said Monday..  economic factors ~ that cannot be ~ave a sign saying, "Thip ph~!~ 
The program, called "Stand Up fgnored." promotes a " n~:~ smoke,free generat~ I 
and  Be Counted," willgive' phar - ,  There has been no res~nse yet At level two,. pharmaci~:~.i~J~ 
maeists a choice of three levels of from' the tobacco industry to the display the same material:add'~ 
participation i  theprogram, Ltssack proposed program, Lissack said. " pledge not to give prominent di,s|i~y 
told a news conference during the At"least one drugstore will be to tobacco products or to [eattlm~. ~., 
• ,ad.~t~ !~.~.i association's annual convention a t  placed in a difficult position. Shop- tobacco products in store 
th~ Hotel Vancouver: pers Drug Mart is largely owned by vertising . . . .  : '" ~: '~i 
"We want to impress upon p.har- lmasco Ltd., which has. Imperial ' Level three •participants, w~l',!i .'e.1 
maeists their ~'~sponmH~|~y as 'e~th ~F~.l~e~i~Lt~ i, as.o~, o,gfrits..l~i~cipal, pledgeh.,~ngt ~ to.~!sell~any:,rto~¢~oi!. !:i'i 
care professionals," he said. "Fto~n subsidiaries." . .... " products and their door sign ~wil~,;•i I i.,~, 
a very high point of view, it is in-  DISPLAY POSTERS *- read: "This pharmaey'promotes~a ill 
consistent for them to dispense ' At level one of the program, a drug smoke-fres generation by. not se~ i 
health and at the same time sell an store ~ agrees to display promotion tobacco products." " "5'/~ ~.:, 
item that may contribute to the materials which include color pasters Theprogram has been in the WOrks / !~ 
detriment of people's health." of young people hiking in the woods, for a year. ' :~ ;i 
• . :~ : 
• . , .  . ,  ~ ~,~ ¢;.. 
.~ , ,. . , . . , / ( ' ,~  ~,  
reopenS! Molybdenum mine • : . -  ~,~? 
, . .  , . . . .~ ;~:~'! ~,:~ 
the mine in order ';to maintain its 
presence in the marketplace and 
keep its skilled groups of employees 
together." 
The recall follows a contract set- 
tlement reached last week with 
United Steelworkers Union Local 
7618, which maintains previous levels 
of wages and provides an increase in 
pension benefits. 
both ,Copper and. molybdenum: icon ~ ::i 
centrate. ~' " " ' ". ..:> :,':,, 
|~  • , 
Both company and union are ,to bei:/i 
congragulated on their' respon~bie '.~' 
positions which, have led t0. :the ~ '! 
reopening of this mine," said ii 
: . Stepbe.n ~ provincial Energy Minister ii 
Rogers. " ' ' 
"It is the kind of cooperaUve'at-, i 
titude .that will, br ing :BritiSh 
Columbia's mining in-dustry.back ' tb !~ :'
prosperity." . . . . . . .  
Rogers said the: reopening/of:the": 
mine should provide a significant, 
boost for the .economy of. the south.' 
Okanagan. 
PEACHLAND, B.C. (CP) --  
Brenda/Mines Ltd.  has begun 
recalling workers who have been off 
the job at the company's operations' 
near this Okanagan community for 
more than •eight months. 'r 
The first workers will be back on ' 
the job May 24 and all 425 employees 
are expected to be at work four days 
later, :the:, company, announced 
Monday; 
The copper-molybdenum mine was 
shut down last September because of 
poor metal prices. The company says 
that at current prices it still cannot 




Wage rates at Brenda range from 
$10.71 per hour to $14.25 for 
tradesmen. 
The company mills about 30,000 
tonnes of ore per day and produces 
' ~ ,~,  ,~ .~.~,  ,~ 
~ ' ....... !~i~ ' ......... 
The district of Kitimat 
fire department's entry in 
the 1983 provincial fire 
prevention contest has' 
been selected as a 
meritorious award winner. 
The grand award winner 
was the district of Mission 
volunteer fire department, 
and the second meritorious 
award winner was the city 
of Victoria fire depart- 
ment. 
~,:five, 
"~" ' ' "  : " Terrace:Kiti~t 
. l~-minute fitness' 
thearena banquet morn ath, 5:30 & 7, 7:30 
' , , • r 
:" '  ~/~events include a free fitness c lassin 
~uet room,  with free babysitting, from 
.~,m.i.At nocn there will be a Chamber of. 
~ walk, meeting at the tourist information 
U~d~y'.~vents are scheduledin Kitimat, hut 
iy the. re will be a community walk from 
~inm~tary schools, plus Cable Car and 
at Village recreation centre. The walks Will 
by~tl~/~0ob. ;;the recreation:centre., Cable 
~0r ~ e  Thorn and ~derm~,~T~ ~lk  
~i~;~:~' ,~ lOb. OutIs to 20 ~ildutes/ 
. , : , . - . , .  : ..- 
Awards will be 
presented at a banquet 
during the Fire Chief's' 
Association of B.C. cop- 
terence at Harrison Hot 
Springs in June. 
. . . .  ~ , ~  
: b[mWs i.g mf.siou,y cme . i 
':f,,. 14tii "~  on  i ".t0 . it!ti, •Niay ! 
for.., only 
. • . t  ~ , ,  . , : ; :  . . .  ~ . .  • , * £ 4 M L 4  
If you know, gamete  
who can't read~,thk, nd~, 
suggest they.  get* :a  
voluhteer lutot through ' 
Northwest C01~aiUn l~ ~ 
Cd lege .  • . : .  , .  " 
can 635-6511 amk for 
JOHN WOOD or JOHN, 
NOONAN. .  . ' 
For' in /o rmat ion  
reprding com'plete or 
pertlal HUteru~, 
Help ~our, friend 
improve th'elr readl~ 
and.or wrillng skllk. • 
3 piec it a! ' " e su  Grad Speci ! 
 , ement diamonds from the 5 Total Sole Pr,ce , 
' " ' * '  i!dress shi 
' ' , : . Fm dt,r iom 
Krr~M^r ~ : ,irL~~:~.-.:/ i Sh°eet"e C,,1,, ~a~ e , , I , ,  , .  
! 1 : !1':: , -~:/~1! -i 635.7440 632.3313 . ~ ' ~  ' 
: + 
, < 
"**. , ' , ,  
rage  q, I llJe wlerala,  I uesoay, ~ay  1.% lyml 
Sandwich Loaf 







Wedne.sda y, "M*ay y6 ./ , 
VIDE ; i ~ .... i ,B khst  DOLLAR:DAY *COveN ,:! ii* '1,00 O ROOt Leear rea r --~;.o-~; ~ ;r;~" ,-  ~ : 
• : - -Hm'GakoA • '. ; .+  ' '  ' :  '& ,  
$1 O0 . . . .  C ' +,' ,' --r-rencn-" - - - - - "  : ' ' " " +;+: :ln ~,' '+ " " ' , '  +. • - , - . c . . , _ ,Toast  i -,., ' ,,. : " : ' ,  • i ' ,  :: :': Any regular priced merchandise. ' "  • , . , , • ' • :. : '..: . , :  $20 or over . 
.- - : -Bacon,  Egg ,  Cro issants  ..: , I~ , TERRACE STORE ONLY " 
' • ' ' ' . . . .  " . Limit 1 coupon per purchase . • .' 
. . . .  . .. • : ." .;:. mBacon,  Le f luce  & Tomato  c ro i ssants  ,.. . . . . . . . . . . .  .. - - - - - - - . .  
• ':"~:" -::  • . " :  "':. +" ~ "~. :.,+i': ~. '~- ,  ',i 
SIGHT :& SOUND:: !i:! . . . . .  :  ::: :::!::,:: '+: ::: A&W :~ :+, :: +~,i i,: : :::::~ :: :~::~i: ~:::: ,~:+;: :  ::,:: lEA HS :NORTH ..... :+: : '  '~'~: 
Girls 
SWEAT SHIRTS H airc u t Folding Scissors ,Daughter's Ring 
9 , 0 0  ,l;OO "3 syniheHc stories in 10 k gold ,.,.,,.. *S,O0 
s.o... Stl l l~ BOYS' T-SHIRTS $ : ,.,. ,,,. '2,97 : ' orders T . ~  
only  i ~ off  
SAAN TRENDSE1TERS nEUUAnATNnOON OOUTIqlUE CARTERS JEWELLERS 
Carnations, ,,,o,,, Barbecue aprons, Complimen,~ry 
litohon ladpts  : *Chef's Hats . Potato Chips 
O0 "q' "' ,o =.0, ~ & Pot Holders , • ' • with the. purchu, At ~;~ " 
FLOWERS a la CARTEi: K HART: ~ ~ *~ LAST TOUCH Kitch0.~iqu0 :~~ DELAHEY'SI 
' Stor'in E SJ,ver T~eadod ~ , "B IRD'  ' "  " .. i ,  ! 0 o f f " •  " .  O 'Er  BARS," ,  • .  Chain Earrings ' I 'R~A' JL~ ' ' 15 ,99  $ 0 
B~mS'" : '89 i99  " .ow..., .,,,,4,~'1,00. 
• i ' ,~)6 ,OO pr, • ~n l l~  , i •,a.h an, o ,~,r  ' HACARON, & ClESE 
" ~ COCKAT11~LS: $1 .OO ~ " over  $~.00 " o,~.~..... 2 J l .OO.  
BARON JEWELLERS ~ PET WORLD ::, : KERMODE CLEANERS NORTHERN DRUGS 'I 
'- w,.. ..,s cou~o. I . nol,xo M ~s~w $~~~ 
"Corn ion !~:Beer ugs ~,o  u~~ ' 1 ,00  o" '", rental or I : bnnat Bench 
purchase.,or purchasef°r non-memberSfor embers  i! • '  5 p0sntion. " ' . " : ' " ' : " ' .... " - ~.rc~,,, , , : : i ~ i~oo. Sag ,,o,,,,o.,. o=., 
2N.  offanyrenta, " ' , R'ii:i' e4  '59. O0 $4 .00  + • , , S ITMAR ,CRUISES  
:i ' MexJco, Carlbbean, Trans.Canal • 
I . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . .  . . .~ ' __ . . J  . " F ree  a i r  fa re  f rom Vancouver  on • Limit one coupon per purchase i i . 10, 11 &lldaycrulses ,. " 
V EO STATION : /  M : ~: SHEFI ,S A T~VB' 
, ,..'s , . ,  , : .~m~,s  o~ ,:::.::, nCAoi!j!e0"Tapes I ~ Robin Hood Roar : 
' cONTEST, ,  ' " "  . ,ok, $5 .00  
SummerV'neCkwelght Sweaters. Win  a f i sh ing , t r ip  , ..,,3 for 41.97 ' . '  eubbioyum 
, , . , '  
18 hourS, total record time trial size pkg' :~" ' i  V for | • 
"1" " r  cen' 'cry"c S'~'L'X L L ' ~ . for dad ,  ,~ : Assorted colour, i ..,,.~. f,.v.l tl $1 /tt l  
...... , ..... ' : ,  : MY ,  
WOnKWEAn WOnLD ,,..'f°r detaiis, Mall+from.. . VIDEO STAT ION ,+. " 'i::!": ~:' ,;i~TH[.H:~"+"~::":: ,.;.i D~GS"~iiii:":~ 
i 
v v V 'qi~il~v 
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as  + Oiga 
:i I ~ 
i .i O'ha .-rs .
tt"-- 
Roplar  or Kin~ Size 
oaela . i: ii~,~:~' i i:r::•:': : i oartOn . " 'L~ 
lu,rlki Tomatoes • . ,+.,+,,K n n/f n ++ 
q ' rJ- '' ~" ' "'"' " '' 4 ~"' ~ L" ' " ' * ..... o Br iq  u-_ e t tes  
. ' mm " .  nLmm . 
F r y i n g  u n n o k e n s  
P ly  pnoStr O ' :~ 1Pkt~bau an Hose Ap ud n 
' Solootod Paokaps  
i 
$' O0 $ 
• i " " 
i 
n . i 
i  
P~ 
: ~ i ~ 
f I il ~w- ' [d  
Prices in offset - 
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"I think i could have had 
a choice of two NHL jobs," 
he said. 
"But, right now, I~m not 
thinking of that, 
' Tm going to be busy in 
july with the NHL. Right 
now, I'm just thinking of 
winning the Memorial Cup, 
"I can't accept defeat. If 
I go to Vancouver, I expeet 
to win the Stanley Cup next 
year. I know a few of those 
guys {media,-other NHL 
teams) will say, 'Where 
did this guy come from? 
Who is this guy? Who is he 
trying to kid?' I 'm not 
trying to kid anyone." 
LaForge, 32, coached 
Oshawa Generals of the 
Ontario Hockey League in 
1980-81, taking a young 
team not expected to do 
much and turningit into a 
contender. Prior to en- 
indicates he'll ucks: 
During his one-year stay 
in. the OHL, his club ac- 
cumulated almost 2,000 
minutes, in penalties more 
than the next most- 
penalized team.: LaForge's 
: career in Oshawa ended in 
the fifth game of a playuff 
series against Peter- 
borough Petes. 
The teams taged a wild, 
pre-game brawl. LaForge 
became involved with 
Petes' coach Dave Dryden 
in a Scuffle Onrthe ice and 
as LaForce was leaving 
the ice he had'a run-in with. 
• Petorberough player Doug 
Evans. .LaForge said 
Evans hit him over the 
head with his stick and. he 
jast wlestled Evans to the 
ice. 
OHL commissioner 
• Dave ~ Branch handed 
.LoForge a -50.game 
tering coaehing, he was .  suspension. But he never, 
.recreation director for the served it, preferring to 
Enoch Indian band near leave the OHL and coach 
Edmonton. _ Regina Pats of the Western 
LUNCHEON . . . . .  
TREAT 
at Iho 
GRAND TIUNK munro .. :,.., 
Bored of  the same 'o ld r lunch? 
Try one of oqr 
Daily Lunch Spe¢|a/s. 
(,nc,ud,n, for $6  O0 
a, dessertl under • 
Monday thru Friday 11am -2pro . . . .  
komesty/o ¢ookml at roa0ionalb/o prko . . .  age 
Grand Trunk Restaurant 
Hockey League.'The Pats 
made it to the WHL final. 
He's coa~ed/ '  in 
Kamloops, B.C; , the  last 
two yearS. The Olle~*s won 
12 games the SeasOn before  
he arrived. Nb~',, they'r~ in 
the Memorial' Cup tour- 
MEMORIAL CUP 
(At Kltchonsr, Ont.) 
Round Robin 
WL F A I~ 
Kltchenor 2 0 17 9 .I 
-Offnwn, 2 0 I1 6 e 
Kamlo~p~ '0 '2  d 14 0 
Lavol 0 2 7" 14 g 
Monday RIIuIt 
Ottewn S Knmloops I 
Tnnlgltl'$ Gims 
..Komtoope vs. Lovol, 7:30 
p.m., 
• Wednesday Oame 
KItchoner vs. Ottawa N 
Thursday Gamo 
Somiflnll 
Team 3 vs. Team 2, N 
Ssturclay Game 
Champlnnshlp 
, 4702 Lokohe Avenue 
,. Licensed Premises " 
a 
moldflelders Rlcordo Vllla "and Grog 
1 U I IUr lH IV lR  
RADIAL 360 
A Premium Steel Belted Radial Tire 
at a Reasonable Price! 
KITCHENER, Oat ,  (CP) 
- -  Bill LaForge, head 
coach  of Kamloops Junior 
Oilers, whose team is 
playing in the Memorial 
Cup junior., hockey tour- 
nament this week, says 
he'll be coaching in the 
National Hockey League• 
next season, and in- 
dications are that his new 
job will be with Vancouver 
• Canucks. 
Asked about his future, 
the controversial coach 
said: 
"You asked me if I was 
going to be the new coach 
of the Canucks. I never lie, 
so what l'll say is, I am the 
premier candidate. I won't 
be in junior hockey next 
year. Chances are an 
announcement• will be 
made when we're through 
with the Memorial Cup," 
LaForge said he's met 
several times with 
Canucks general manager 
Harry Neale. 





, ameut  ' and' 'en joy-  :"q~" "''~';' ~'~'~'"~:'=~ :~ " ' " ;  ~'- ~ ' "  ' : -  - " ::!:'' ''the:!~ '::LaForge" :!!': :':::~ i :~!::i:i"says he doesn't ': I:}::::' I:' Image, l wou ld" ' t : :  : . ; i ,  . : be golng: ~: KbeetehnanI~, ~W°hT~)oaknd0rM° [ n k t : !  : ' "   : !v': ' 
prospect of having )6 - 'mind  his reputation for. to the NHL." 
players, eligible to return icingr~ugh, tough teams. Nea le ,  her e for the Blues to the Canadian 
.~t  ~n ~ . . . .  ..'::-to ;~;, didn't'.:hdve: tl~e :tournament, nas met with college title, last winter. .~ . . . . . . .  - : ,  .;. • -..  . . . .  . . 
! ::: ; :  :; t / MemOLnal 
67 S: :d,Le, f,e at Onlers. • - .. :.. , . . -  ..... ~!:.... - ,  
• "K iTCHENER,  got  ," (CP)" :- h~t]~ ch~/~t~: i  ~ , ; . "  ':: :~i~ULout go~.w! th  9; 05left  ': ~igainst the Quebec MaWr 
--: MemoHa)  Cup  ob-*'/:;Pr~,0r'~tO~tKe'-M~0~|a]:::when'TnnY Vogel' b roke  Junior Hockey League, 
servers wi l l  tel l  you that  no " Cup, .:" ~ l rea  ::had ',;.even. "throUgh for  : the Western-. champion Voisin's - -  both 
team can survive the .boastod.,th'at',~he~had:i~e .~.Hockey . " . ,  League _ teams are 0-9, '['be winner 
major  jun io r  hockey best.': g0ultend~r~ in the • ~epresentatives, wi l l  gain the final 
tournament without good country . "  - • semif inal  berth and face 
Igoaltending, - Pang's numbars~ which; Bruce Cassldy scored 
Before the fom.:t~m fsatured t~koshut0utsand twice with .singles by 
national~ " championship, a 3.03 :goals-against :. Adam Creighton, Don 
began Saturday," Darron average./in the -regular McLaren and  Steve 
the loser of the Kitehener- 
Ottawa game. 
A Crowd of 6,327brought 
the tournament's total 
'Team 1 vs. semifinal winner Pang was the odds-on :~sason and a3.81 playoff Hrynewich/for the OHL attendance to 26,126 - ;fl: N . . . . . . .  
. eh0i~e:.:to provide',, that',.a.v.erag'.e; :(s.esmed.:.. s,trong :... playoff~eha.mp~S., L'he. d 1,31t.ahead of the;rec0rd- ~: 
• .winnin -~, mar~in :  .for:; his! : :evicence, ::. . : :~ / : :  "me ,mmorl uuers ,  a setting pace :  in 'Port land I~"' 
0ttaWa" ,67s "tean~mates'. ' 'Butthen' th isbas~'t .~n : ' i to their game.tonight *ore,, last year . .  
Tmnsc ctions After Sunday night, Pang the kindest ournament for . 
-was  suddenly the least goalteuders., ' the.  game 
l ikel iest candidate: r ', " Mondaywas the-first. ~,  ,~; '¢d~,~. . . . . " . ,~  . J  . . . . .  . ,~  ~, ,~,~ ' I '@~ 'i 
But, Pang rew~, .baek  . f°.m.:.th~t a. s t°:,,, t ing:;n e ~,//~ : ' :~ J l  I I ~ U  U " U U ~ ~ t ~."  
EkSERALL. .goalle,leadi~:;th~¢/S,~,~(:...rel)~ee~i~;;i~.~.:~ " ..~, /~:::~:~i ,~: ~,:~:~:!//,: ~ ~@:~:~ ~.:i:~;~:~: : .i~.:L ~!:: : . :  : American Lueg0l . . . . .  
Clavslondlndlsnsdemot*pltcher 5-I v i¢tbry ' ,MOnday:"nig lR~,.  ::*:~., :.l~)...!:~steppeo'i~:'P, aog  ,''~ ":--~ ": ''/ ...... "".'Jr " I~  l l l~ '~ l~Ib~ " . 
Rick Behonno and promote" pitcher 
Steve Farr from Malne Guides of over Kamlsops Junior  aga in .  He was tested ear ly  ~m/ I I  I I I  ~ O ~  
International League to roster. Oilers. once more,  but this t ime 
BASKETBALL Thewlnllftedthe67stoa theglove handwas ready, HAVANA . (CP) - -  . "In the past, we would i 
N BA difficulties New Jersey NEtS announce tie for first place with snaring two dangerous Canada. ,upset previously get into 
shots from the slot, and his unb~t~n China 82-69 on periodically," said 
Taob;reslgnatl°n OfnamePresident Joseph ]Qtchener Rangers in . the  :reflexes! :.*!~_~k,. b~ld~i ' ;  .~day~lgh  t and could"'t :  .;. MeCrae. "Now, i f .we win 
Fred Later ,relldeof, round .l'~..b'in~o: ]~ l ( ) l t~ .~ l~ l  " 
FOOTgALL have 2-0 records,.;'OttaWa 'ario~ercl0se hot.v.q[h the" ". ~avepicked: a~better t ime our next two games,.we'll 
(o' peak.:at,.the women's " qualify for theOlympics." CFL will fac '~ its Ontario pads. Edmonton Elklmes announce -- - "'" . . . . . .  "Those saves rea]P' Olympic qual i fy ing Canada has a 3-2 record 
• .h~a ue F I V U I  J . ' retlrementFennell; of dafenMve tackle Dave .OC.Key ~ . . . . . .  turned it around for us , "  basketbal l  tournament,  and is t ied for th i rd  place 
sign offensive guard John Man. w~ue~ay " IIl~zlit 14# ,, • ' darlch, deterrnine ~'hich aets a said Ki lrea..  • .: ~. • , ..-. This was.. our best- with Cuba in the eight:i  
Toronto Argonauts trade by,= *,~ oh: F;;;;='i :~s ;~ 'V  " ". • Pang,  ~o:d~•l~li~:~::i~'1~a~rl~..~ei:~ ':'anldi''-head: cour ib 'y  qual i fying, round,  ~.v,~ ~ ~,,~.~..:~.op.~.-x~,~,:...:. : ;.:. ~.. .:..,.,.-: ..~.,....-,r~,..~:~!':-,,- ;i~.~:.:~ -  ' -  ..": ~ - ' defensive an, R,ck. Mohr to- ,, erewasn ' tach)u~" '  to.heeafl~:Lbya'~',:'~:eh~i:~..M~-Cra, e of The trium.ph turned the 
Sasketc~owon ,Th~ . . . . . . . .  ~" ~~ach H0ckeyLeague team, :wa~'-' ~-1~dtmr~o~0; Ont, " 'we grayed tournamen~ mm a heated Roughriders for defensive end. repu~ u~mwa. .  :,,.u .. • . . , . ,  , . .~  ,. ,: 
IlnebackerVInceGoldsmlth. Bf lanK I l reawhenasked l f  ;rellevedandthanldultohla,':/~A~.;:~tr°l:.°f the game batt le for the top-four 
NPL , he had t rouble naming  a {eammates ; : :~""  . ': " .*?.::' ":throughodt:" qual i fy ing spots - -  the 
New England Patriots elan starting netminder after CONFIDENCE RETURNS Paced by Alison Lank of legitimate Olympic berths, quarterbacks Mike Seauchomln . . 
and Tony adieu, nosetackles Mark Soulrls and Dean he had yanked Pang after " I 'm glad I had a: better Saskatoon and Bey Smith as .  observers here have 
Haggle, centres Andrew Falls ann tWO minutes Sunday. start tonight ,"  said Pang, of Salmon Arm,  B.C., termed the situation. 
Tom Schafer, defensive backs Horace A l though the 67s had who lowered his average to Canada held a 37-33lead at ,With the stated intention 
kickorsPendergress and Tony Lowden, prevail .ed/.~.Smday;over * , . .  , a,, tourp.,..a~ent.lea .~ . ,g . ,2 ;90 , . , . . .  , ..: the.half and.ran awaY.WRh" of the. Soviet Union not .to 
Walt Merlin and Stew Verge. Level Voisins,-:t~.y were . I~f.e!tmyconfld_e~c.ec~e//:,'~e..game m: me. sec0no participate in the.:olym- 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . .  pies, tournament officials . . . .  a .oacK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ne~u.. . . . .  llnebackerJohnAndrsoll, defimllve behin d 2~ after.: Pang ,  . , : ,  . . . . . .  • ...... ; :*.: , '  ":.,  , i  * "  . . . . .  ' feelln 
end ¢;'~' tea ' "  OHL all.star . But then, t i tats  one.of,. ' We j us t ,had  a g have said the fifth~plaee 
Clyde 'Glover, tight end Ed "~=" "" 
Meachom. wide receiver Tom MUf tail~'d to stop the first two "the attributes of this club. we'weregoing,~ play well team would aet as a 
and offensive shots. We've got a great defence against China, said Lank, replacement at Los 
guard James King. IlAD THE JITTERS " in front of me. When'.I first who " led the Canadian .Angeles,'. 
sooeton o..rs announc, . "I~ w~s o,~-in~-~ame camehere (he wa.s. Iraded offeneewith 24 points. "We . .,The. Soviet Union, as 
retlrementNielsen, of quarterback Olffond " t "  ' " r  ~ "* ' - - ' l eao f ' "  -b~" .Be.lie "'" e ~ Ik ,~"n . '~-"  " : h~le:.] .ost ~.t. 0 ! :~.~e.,~'~e~ ,. ;.~.'~.(~01~ :. wor ld  .~ I~I -  i 
New Orleans solnts ~ir~n. quor .• J i~ , ; :  ;1~. ~ : ' '~ '~ :~'•~) "e ~"~'~t~i~[~'~ '  " "'~ JUS. 1 t =~t i~* '~f l  o~r -  X~;  ~ut ~l~on,~ ~nd the.-.,;United 
terback Ken Stabler; ~ ~ t-[iV ' , 155-pot~ , t ) I  ' i~'w':" 19"  States,' as host',  fU t i l i ty ,  'SOCCEE . godlie. "Every.bedy . g r k eta.. had.to make the twst,., save-. ~"0n!~' b~,?a f~ jib 
~P;SL. ~'" Mlnnoeote Strikers 'r releoue 'them -- eve, coaches and and there would ,  t be any Smith; V~h0 see'red had '  received .automatic 
points, and Sylvia Sweeney 'general managers; rebounds;" berths in the six-country 
"He'd been the heat • Pang faced only 18 shots of Montreal also played event at the Olympics. 
goalie all sea~n Nothing during the game and had a key roles on defeuee. Cuba takes on China 
• ' " ' , " • ton ight  after Canada 
• -~:. ' . . . .  " " '~ meets Czechoslovakia.  
. . . . . . . .  ..~ . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  OI~YMPI C RUALIFVlNG." • ,.. :...'~; ~.,); ~.:~ ~ : . .~, .~...* ../:~..:. ~ ,~ • ~ ~, ..~ : ,:.. .. ~ . . . .  . 
e ! s  , p ln l l  Rllmd . .. :~,.:.,'- .~- . -  ,, j;~ . . ,..: ., ~ , ; ' • " W L F A I't 
' ' . ":,'::! :: I ' , : YUgOSlovll • .4 ,I 344 302 3 
" : " I ;: Cblna ' . . 4 1.3~2~ I 
c .  o 
: " '" :' " " • Monday Resuils 
' " I S. Korea 2 ,5 311'340 4 
IV I  Hungary 72 Czocheslovaklo ,9 
Cubs 67 Auetralln 65 . 
Canada g2 China '6~ ".~ ,,~": 
Yugoslogla 74 South., Koreo 01 
..". Tonlght'l @emil,... 
~nytimeyou are physically active yQu are ; l ,  Find~heco! umn o y weg .'ii . ,';!:.:i*. i Canada vs.Cnclml~Va~Ua 
J,sing y0ur energy, wleely. Genera ly,!the oEieg'ory,expreRgi~d.ln kllogrEms (kgl.,- ' "',':,!.;. ""  , " soutp .KorVs vs, Hui~lir~ 
•ore enargst c~h~ activ by, the greater ~ ' Wha(yoiJ:Wglgh.affecto hOW much ';; ,- '~ 'i':" ~'' ~ j .Auflrans v=..,Yowsl=~P ,'~ , 
the fitness benefit, ' ' '. " energy youexpend during" gny gctivity;' ' 1 Cubs,., Wedaes=yVS' China. Osm*s' 
' ' " . 2 Run down your Weight column io.tlle . ,~, Austrell0 re. China * 
~ome actlvitieo a~lee;:t~;~lcYar~Our:e the .'b0x.for an activity y~t~ want to check out . . ,  ~t, Yu0oslavlosoUfh Korue_vs.v%. HungoryCSnads 
~nerget¢ tna oxn • " • . • .'.~ • • The.number in the box ie your onergy • :. / j  Cubs vz. C,choslovakl,." 
~art  to t;ievi ~ eg;l~C~:rOrn~Po~::evar!ety:of ' :  eXpenditurg during fifteen minutes of that Ene Tournamont . . 
0t ess.gc .. , _ . ~Y " Eclivity. It iS expregoed in kilojouleo (kJ), 41~,: 11 
~xpenal[ure, Here s now. ' ' " the metric measure of energy. ' ~ ' ' ' 
15 MintlleS of I) i fferenl Ael ivi l ies : ' . . " . • , .  ' ~  . . 
USFL rhe energy expenditure required to burn , . " - 1kg of fat is approxlmately 32 500 kJ./ ,: •. ' ' , ~  __  . _~ . __ 
..,w,,,. ,.,,o,-, .,, " Sto, ndln = 
Activity 20 25 30 35 40 4S 50 S S 60 70' 80 90 100 
Baseball • . 90 .110 130. 150 170.1200 220 240 ~.260 300 340 ,390 430 
Basketball -" 130 150 200 230 2G0 290 320 360 ~ 450' 520 580 650 











:ootbal l  ' 150 
;liking ' " ' "  ' 
~lockey: . ": ;/' ' 
~lorsebo(:k r ider  (trot). ": ' 







260 Runn ing  (11 km/h) "".:i 
Sailing '*' ' , 60 
Skating 110 
Sk ppmg . ~ 260 
Snowshoeing 120 
Snow shovelling :. - • .140 
Soccer .~  170 






250 300 350 ,400 450; 490!640 590 i690 790 
160 200 230 260 290 320:360 3901450 520 
270 320 380 430 490 540i590 550i750 860 
100 120 140 150 170 1901210. 2201270 310 
220 270 .310 360 400 450~490 530:620 710 
290 340 400 450 510 570 630 690 800 910 
190 230! 270 310 340 380 420 460 540 6i0 
190 220 260 .300 330 370 410 440 520 590 
330 390'460 520 590 6~..,' 720 790 820 1050 
160 190 220 250 280 3i0 340 '370 440 500 
130 150 180 210 240 260 290 310 370 420 
230 270 320 360 410 450 490 540 630 720: 
32o 390 450 s20 i 5e0 640 7i0 770. !! )30 
70 80 100 110i 120 140 150 170,190 212p,~ 
d 
130 160' 1180 210:240 260 2~0 310 37~)"';4;~0 ' 
320 390 450 520 §80 640 710 780 900 1030 
170 220 260 310 350 400 440 490 5BO 670 
!80 210 250 290 320 360 390 430 500 570' 
210 250 290330 370 4i0 450!490 580 660 
, If. 
200 240 ;280 320.360 400 440 460 560 640 
iS0 1~ 220 gso ~90 320:350 ~0 450 SlO, 130: 
11o 13o ilEO leo 24o 2oo 31o 370 420 47.o 
L. i 
, : : . . @ 
" .pcTnr /upuuuun : ' ,  , , 
890 990 U,SFL 
Eastern ¢ou~0resce 
~80 650 Aflam0a " 
WL T P A PSI 
PhUa II I 0 31g 140 .917 
970 1080 N Joraoy 9 3 0 305 203 .750 
Plff~0orgh 2 10 0 1~ 2~ .167 
350 380 waMllngton2 10 0 11)0 322 .167 
Southws 
800 890 61rmlnoIlom 
10 2 g346199 .,533 
1030 1140 Tampa Bay9 3 0`526233 .TS0 
H Orleans `5 4 g 24:1 242 .667 
690 770 Memphis ,5 7 0 208 274 ,417 
Jack'vllle. 4. 0 0 ~ 275 .~13 
WRSTIERfl CONPERENCE 
670 740 Ctmirol - . 
Houston 7 0 0|93.$19 ,,513 
1180 1310 Mlchlgon 7 S On0~4~ .SO3 
Oklahomn 6 ,5 g 170 277 .J4S 
560 620 Chicago 4 8 "g 272 310 .333 
S Antonlo 4 8 0 112 2S9 .333 
PoclU¢ :, 
470 52rl Denver 7 ,5 0.257 261 .$33 
810 190~ Arizona ,5 7 o 299 202 .417 
L. Angblon ,5 7 0 204 254 .417 
,~ Oakland 3 9 0 133 251 .250 
1160 9~ : I MOedly Rilutfl 
"SO ~ 8C ' Tdrnpa esy ~ Oklahoma 21 
~ " Prldoy Game 
., Blrtnlnghsm at Chicago N 
' ~70 ~ ~-;~ Skturday Omen 
JVarnphls st Oakland N 
1~, Jockednvllls at Philadelphls 1160. ..9~ N ~,. ; ., 
'RS(~ O*nv, r at Arizona H 760 goodly GABON 
Oklahomo at Houston 
650 72C So, Antonio at waihlngton 
Now Orleans st Tolflpl Bay 
740 82( Mlchlgsn el Los Aqll lS 
Monday Gems- 
720 80£ Plt~lbgrgh. at .New Jersey LN 
570 64( 
ALL PA68ENGER TIRES COVERED BY KAL TIRE'S OWN ROAD HAZARD/WARRANTY Fan  AS LONG AS YOU OWN THEM. 
~ ~ , ~  - - _ 
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Vl,X. w : " " . . , ,  " ' _ __ : " " ffe .... -m  ..,-.presid domino e ct pullouts. 
,~.: .,! . . ~:..~...~ - 
• Th~president of the Los others to join them, Peter Friday, where the Inter- ~ ' '," - -  ' ~ - -  . . . .  ' I ' ~J..~e 2 .  deadline for. were insulted by some of the Soviets' lead in with~ when Yugas l~host -0 I  chairman of the govern- 
Angel~ Olympic Coni. Ueberroth said Monday. national Olympic Cam- de~iaration of pa r. thethings (th~yasld), such drawing from the Games. the recent Winter Olym- ment sports committee. He 
mittee;':~,thefaceofS0viet "We'Hune ~ou~es  and/mlt tee  has ~caHed :an tlelpatinn~In the Games~. that  wewould try to 
insistence that their with. we'll use,energy lb~aus~ * emergency meeting. The ~butthat decision remained i-*~ug their athletes." 
drawal from the Summer 
Games is irrevocable, sa;ys 
he hopes to  stem the 
domino effect of other 
countries joining the 
pullout. 
"We owe it .to othe~ 
athletes from other 
countries who want to be 
we owe it to the U.S. 
athletes." 
,ueberrotb, also saying 
he has' not completely 
given up on the Soviets 
coming to  Los Angeles, 
will try to get them" to 
reverse their decision at 
Lausanne, Switzerland, on _..posslbility ofextending the_L_ but we will ass0 say that we-  Afghanistan 
Soviets have announced 
they: wi l l .  attend the 
meeting, but their officials 
insist they •won't change 
their decision to stay out of 
the Los Angeles Games. 
Ueberroth eaid Olympics 
officials had diseased the 
up to 'the ~lOC. " * ' ~ Ueberr0th ' also ex- 
SAY NICE THINGS ~ressod  concern, about, the 
Asked what he will tell,~i l st Of boycotting Countries 
the- Soviets. Ueberroth ~growing. Seven other 
replied: countries - -  East. Ger- 
"We will say some nice many. Bulgaria. Vietnam. 
"things and we will say '.Lees, Mpngolia, 
some co-operative things, Czechoslovakia and 
--  followed 
"They are trying to 
influence the better part of 
the globe," Ueberroth said 
of the Soviets --  a charge 
that was denied Monday at 
a news conference by 
Murat Gramov, chairman 
of the Soviet Union's 
Olympic committee. " 
The Games ~Iot a boost 
pies, condlrmed its in- insisted the withdrawal 
tentinn to partieipate, was not polltiealiy 
While ueberroth said he motivated ad it. wasn't 
will try to ehange the revenge for the U.S.-led 
Soviets' minds, it's not beycottofthe1980Summer 
likely judging by Olympics in Moscow. 
'Gramov's statements at 
the news conference. Meanwhile, a Pol ish 
He said the withdrawal journalist, who requested 
decision was final, an.d anonymity, said sports 
blamed it on the Reagan officials from the Soviet 
Union and its allies met 
Seaver shuts out Kansas City.-RoYals 
By The'Aseocinted Press 
Tom Seaver, 39, pitched 
a five-hitter to lead 
Chicago White SOx over 
Kansas'City Royals 2.0 
Monday/night for his f n~t 
AL baseball shutout after 
17 years,in the NL. 
It'was the 277th victory, 
57th shutout and 214th 
complete game of his 
s to r iedcareer ,  which 
included three Cy YOUng 
Awards with New York 
Mets. 
Phil Niekro, who spent 25 
years with the Braves, 
pitchedeight innings for 
his sixth AL victory in 
seven decisions as New 
York Yankees beat 
Oakland 3-i. Niekro, 45, 
tied Detreit's Jack Morris 
for the league lead in 
vietorles while lowering 
.his ERA to 1.04. 
Niekro, a knuckleballer, 
now has 274 career Vic- 
tories and has allowed only 
four earned runs in 54 1-3 
innings this season. 
In the r~t  of the AL, it 
wae: Baltimore Orioles 4, 
California Angels I; 
Boston Red SOx 6, 
Cleveland Indians 1; and 
Detroit Tigers 7, Seattle 
Marinersl 5: 
White Sox 2 Royals 0 
• Scarer, 4-2, struck out 
three and. didn't walk a 
batter, while Scott Flet- 
cher singled in one run and 
scored the.' ether as 
Chicago ended Kansas 
City's three-game winning 
streak. 
Soaver said his shutout 
was special. • only in that it 
gave the defending AL 
West champions- a .500 
record, 17-17. 
"It wasn't any more 
gratifying than any other 
game,": Soarer said. 
Seaver had beth his 
losses and two no:decisions 
before finally winning his 
first game in the American 
League in his fifth start. 
He came into the game 
Monday with a 4.25 ERA. 
.... Pirates ,feel great after win 
Yankees 3A's 1 ,. 
Niekro surrendered .'fOur 
hits in eight innings before : another after a single, and 
leaving with a twinge in his Scott McGregor pitched a 
right shoUlder. The .,~flve-hitter for Baltimore, 
problem was not" con :..-~2 which has won 14of its last 
sidered serious enough to 17 games. The Angels, 
jeopardize his next start, meanwhile, have lost six of 
He didn't allow a run until seven. 
Rickey " '  Henderson Dauer hasa .237 batting 
' average but is hitting .40n 
lifetime against Zahn, the 
By The Associated Press Wynn'~s double to give the Ivan DeJesus, Luis homer and doubled home 
The Pittsburgh Pirates, Pirates and DeLeon a 2-1 Aguayo and Juan Samuel. the winning run in the tap 
after three consecutive lead. That chased Reuss, and of the 10th inning ,as 
late-iuning losses in Then, after losing pit- Niedenfuer took the  Montreal* extended the 
Atlanta, got home runs eher BOb Knepper tied the mound. Padres' losing streak to 
from Jason Thompson and game at 2-2 with his fourth Garry Maddex five games. Gary Carter 
• Dale Burro to go with a eareerhomer, Berra came sacrificed the runners also homered for the 
solid eight.inning per- through with the game- ahead, and Niedenfuer Expos; hitting a three-run 
formance from ' Jose winning solo shot in the walked Mike Sehmidt homer that helped Men- 
DeLeon to edge Houston seventh, intentionally. An error by ,real build a 6-1 lead. 
Astros 3-2 Monday hight in DeLcon, 2-1, was one of first baseman Franklin But the Padres, with the 
Pittsburgh. the top rookie pitchers in Stubbs, who earlier had hit help of homers by Alan 
'TII tell you, this feels baseball ast season when .bis first major league Wiggins and Terry Ken- 
great,"  said Pirates he flirted with no-hitters homer, allowed Aguayo to nedy, tied it 6-6 after seven 
manager Chuck Tanner, three times en route to a 7- score, and Niedenfuer hit innings. • • . 
who had ealled a 9-8, 10- 3 record. The start Monday Matuszek with an 0-2 pitch. Terry Franeona led bff" 
inning Sunday defeat to the was only his third of the Charles Hudson the Expos 10th with a 
Braves "as tough a lose as season, and he brought a surrendered four hits in single and scored all the 
I can ever remember. 7.82 ERA into the game. eight innings for the Vic- way from first when 
"Jose pitched great and DeLeon scattered three tory. Rainee's drive to left off ...... 
it,s nice to see a couple o f  hits over eight, innings Expos 7 Padres 6 Dave Dravecky rolled all 
home runs." before leaving in favor of Tim Rainas hit a two-run the way to the wall. 
In two other National reliever Kent Tekulve 
v~hich ]~e lowered to 3 59~ homered with two ~in't ~-in:-i in the first inning as the 
,.. • o . . . . .  ~ l  "~ ~'e hadn't • ' the eighth riming ; .,. ~ :. • ,Red Sox broke a three- 
-itched n~rlv since he' Two of Nev/York!s runs,..game losing streak. 
.,oo ~,,,,,,,t,~..tin the fifth ~ scored on Omar Moreno s.  : Ojeda, 4-2, gave up two 
inning of his first start. : .... seventh.irming .triple, and into and one unearned 
Fletcher drove in a run the other scored in the rest in:the fourth that snapped 
with a single in the second* .:on an,  err0U b~,:i, se~nd *a string of 19 2-3 scoreless 
; . . i ; , .  and he trinled and i 'baseman Joe Morgan,' " ~ r ~mgS'  He struck 'out 
scored on a sinole by Jerry Orioles 4 Angels I :, . . . .  seven and walked five, an 
Dybzinski in the fifth;": . . Rich .'Da.ue.r ¢.ontinu~. :S.tan. l_e_y p.itched ~reesT;~h 
• ". . . . . . .  . " nis...not nntmg agamst  .m~ tauruS. ~ur .,~ 
Geoff .Zabn, doubling In save. 
two runs and  scoring The Red SOx chased 
Indians starter Rick 
Be.henna, 0-3, with two 
runs in the second that 
made it 4-0. Bohenna was 
demoted after the game. 
Tigers 7 Mariners 3 
Pinch-hitter Dave 
Borgmun hit an run- 
scoring triple in the eighth 
that enabled Detroit to 
Angels lefty. Dauer had recover from two Seattle 
gone 3-for-26 before his two runs in the top half of the 
hits. inning that had forged a 5-5 
Dauer hit his two-run tie. Lou Whitaker singled 
- double in the third.inning, ' home Borgmun with the 
and the Orioles chased insurance run that made a 
Zahn in the eighth when 
Dauer singled and scored 
on a triple by Col Ripken 
Jr., who scored on a single 
by Eddie Murray. 
McGregor, ~-3, allowed a
run in the fourth on a single 
by Reggie Jackson, a walk 
and a double by Juan 
winner ofAurelio Lopez, 3- 
0. 
With one out in the 
Tigers eighth, Rusty 
Kuntz, who had homered 
earlier,, doubled own the 
line into left for his third 
hit off Seattle starter gd 
Vande Berg, 2-2. That set 
administration. 
FEAR DEFECTIONS last week to discuss 
Gramov reiterated organizing a counter- 
Soviet concerns about U.S. Olympics and decided 
protest groups that instead to divide events 
planned emonstrations at among . Communist 
the Games and about the countries. 
possibility of defections Under the plan, boxing, 
among his country's pentathlon and fencing 
athletes and trainers. He competition would be held 
reinstated charges that in Poland. Another official, 
Western intelligence 
personnel have ch'ugged who also spoke on the 
condition he not be idea- 
Soviets to make them. tiffed ' said the eom- 
defect, charges the U.S. petitions wo~d not be held 
state department 'call at the same time as the 
preposterous. -- July 26-Aug. 12 Los 
"This decision of ours is Angeles Games to avoid 
irregoeable." said conflict with the Olympic 
Gramov, who also holds charter, which specifically 
the cabinet-level post of forbids counter-games. 
SIo-pitch results 
The first two games of me men's lo-pl~h league were 
played last night at Riverside Park. 
In the early game Gnu' Rec Center defeated Tilden 12-2. 
Gas' opened the game with four straight hits and scored 
seven runs in the first inning to put the game away early. 
Tilden scored one run in the first inning and then failed to 
mount any offense until the sixth inning When they scored 
their only other un on a walk and a hit. 
In the late game, Terrace Bulld~,rn downed Honky 
Panky's 12-4. Terrace Builders chipped away in the game 
scoring two runs in the first inning on two hits, three runs 
in the second on three rrors and three runs in the third on 
four hits. 
Beniquez. 
Red Sex 6 Indians 1 
Bob Ojeda and Bob 
, Stanley teamed on a three- 
hitter and Jim Rice 
pounded a two-run homer 
the stage for Bergman and Hanky Panky's cored on a single and a sacrifice fly in 
Whitaker as the Tigers the first inning and picked up a couple more later in the 
improved their record to game on a combination of errors play. 
27-5, best in the majors. ' The next games in the schedule are set for tonight at 
Alan Trsmmell also Riverside Park. Williams Movers will take on Skeena 
homered for the Tigers. Hotel and SKB will play Keith Grace Contracting. 
League games, it was: because of a blister on his 
Montreal Expos • 7i San pitching hand. The Antros 
Diego Padres 6, in 10 ia -  q~lcldy putrunnersonfirst 
,,~Phillies~/,$; ~ A f l~ . 'es"~ '~th ,~ '~e*k~?got  
'. Dedgers:2. . . . .  " ":/~:; Mark Bailey t0 ~tmd into 
The:' Pirates,. norm~nHy. 
one ~. of~ the ,most~ prolific 
hftting~teamsl in baseball, 
had hit a NIJinw 1.1 homers 
until Monday. NO other 
team in the l~gue had hit 
fewer than I~. I . :  
Thompson, the Pirates' 
cleanup hitter who had 
• managed o_niy two 
previous homers, drilled a 
two-run homer in the 
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AMERICAN' L IAGUa 
East Olvllion 
W L Pd. GEL 
D4Hrolt 27 5 '.144 - -  
Toronto 19 13 ,$94 8 
Baltimore 19 16 .S43 9~A 
Milwaukee 15  16 ;4|4 11~ 
New York . 14 19 .4,14 13~ 
Cleveland ' 12 .17 414, lS~A 
Boston 14 20 .412:14 
west Division 
M innesota .  19 17 ;52 I -  
Callfornle ' 19 IS .514 V~ 
Chicago ',. 17 17 .$00 1 
Oakland 18 18 .~0 1 
Seoffla 18 IS ;~  1 
Knnsal "City . 12 19 .~7 4Y~ 
Taxa~ " 12 22 .353 6 
Monday RIIUttS 
6oaten 6 Cleveland 1 ' 
Baltimore 4 Cal i fornia ! 
Detrolt~ 7~ Seattle S • 
New York 3 Oakland1 
Chicago 2 Kansas City 0 
Tonlaht'a Games 
6eaton "ar CleVeland 
California at B~ltlmore 
Seattte st Oetrolt 
Oakland at New York 
Texas at Milwaukee 
Kansas City at Chicago 
Toronto at Minnesota 
wednesday Games 
Toronto at Minnesote 
Cell¢ornla el,Baltimore N , 
Seattle at Dstrolt N 
Oakland M New York N 
Texas a't Milwaukee N ' 
Kansas City at Chicago N 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
EaSt Dlviolon 
W L Pct, O iL  
New York 11 13 .5al 
Chinese 1I 14 .S63 ~s  
Pflll|Klalphle 17 16 ,51S | .* 
Montreal.  17 17 .800 2~ :, 
St. Louis 16 19 ,&q?, 4 
Pl f f lburoh + I !  19 ,347 4 
West Olvieion ' 
LO~ Angelea ~16 .$79-  
Cincinnati 19 15 ,£,W 1 
Atlanta lS. lS .$45 1½ 
Sin O l I~  ! I  .~" ,$29 ~l ~ 
Houstml 14..,~ .413 6 .i 
Sin Franctaco 1 |  ~1 .;M2 7 
Monday losul~ ~ •, 
• Plffsl0urgh 3 HOUston | 
PhlllKiolphlI S Los Angl l l l  | 
Montreal 7 San Dingo 4 (10 in. 
nlngl) ' 
. Tonight's O lml l  
Houston at Pittsburgh 
¢hlr.~o et Cincinnati 
Atlanta st st. Loula 
Montreal at San Diego 
Phllldelphla at Los An~ln  
NIW York at Sen Francisco 
• "wa~l l l~ iy  U lmn ' 
Now York I t  ~ ln  Frarl¢lsco 
Houiton. at Pittsburgh N 
Atlant~ a~ St. Louis N , .  
Chlcag0 let CIn~:lfl~natl N ' 
Molttrlal at San DIngo N 
PhlIIKIOlIMIII at  Log Angelu N 
",: ' ' ',, ..... . GUARANTEE 
 C=hock le TCHL executive .: The Terrace commercial hockey league recenUy held a '": i meeting and elected a new executive for the 1984-85 season .  ' ' ' ' " They are president-Dave Mallett, vice-president-Dave ~ " 
a game-ending double 
play. 
Phillies 3 Dodgers 2
Reliever Tom Nieden: 
fuer hit pinch hitter L en 
Mataszek With a pitch with 
the bases loaded, forcing in 
the winning run, and 
Pbiladelphia extended its 
winning streak to 'four ~ 
games by scoring three 
runs in the ninth inning. 
Jerry Reuss went into 
,the ninth with a two-hit 
shutout but yielded one run • tJ 
on consecutive singles by 
ASPEC 
Hamilton, treasurer-Jack Phalen, Secretary-Bonita 
CimlKleiaine, resistrnr-Ken Gordon, refore~in-chief~lohn 
Donald1 tournament chalrman-Doug Thomson, fund- 
raising chairman-Bob Dempster. statistician-Jim Rigler, 
scorekeeper-Phil Olson. 
Discussion regarding changing to non-contact hOckey in 
next years' leagae arose. A decision was made to isble 
he discussion to a general meeting later in'the year when 
a larger representation f players could be present. 
CASSETTE PLAYER 
• Auto Reverie: Tape reverses at end for continuous play. 
• Metal Tape Selector: Sets proper bias and EQ forhigh performance metal tapes. • 
a Locking Fast FonNard and Rewind 
AM-FM STEREO RADIO.  
• Sob Mutleq: Monitors FM signal strength, reducing output gradually as noise 
• increases. 
• Sterlo/Mono Selection: Choice of modes for best'reception. " / 
PLUS.., . . . .  
• Ful l  I l l umimI t ion :  Al l  controls i l lminated for  easier n ight  operat ion.  
• Loudness control • Tone control • Balance control 
• Line out terminal for separate amplifier ~ 
COIS WlTH I PR. RS405 DUALCON[ FLUSH 
: HOUNTB SPEAKER SYSTEM. 
] . 
' t  ~ I t' -6i II~tla, 26; 1004 Only 
or '13.23 dowl 
anl ~.02 per week 
O.A.C. 
• " - PI O 
TEISH 
' ~. ELECTRONICS 
"Four" 
Heavy Duty 
AR'4OOO A'° "v'r" Ce"' O 0  PlayerlAM.FM Stereo Radio I 
Sizes to fit most popular Herih imerioan oars. 
,J 
~:~ , 
4711 Lokelso Ave. 635.4515 
N & J Serv ice Centre  Ltd.  
TOTEM HLF SERVl0E 
Shock Absorbers 
Installed For 
liBflIII B I I I I I I - I I / I I IM  I~ I  
N~N.--$AT,--9:00~I:00 pm FRI.-a':00~h00 am, • 
4511 L~IIISl A~. Tonge, II.C. IN 4C4 I~ - | IM  
~Vll IIEI~ G KIAT • MBI CaAIL011U ' ,{  
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DOC t lk 
by ALLISTER PEDERSEN, .. 
n 
Emergency Communications Coordinator 
Departmentof Communications 
Vancouver • 
This is the fifth in a series of articles ~designed to 
inform mariners about marine radio equipment, 
radio operating procedures and radio regulations 
particularly as they relate to the West Coast of 
Canada. This article is a continuation of the last 
article dealing with marine radiotelephone 
procedures used for distress communications. 
As outlined earlier, vessels must follow standard 
procedures in trausmitfing a distress message and 
other vessels hearing a distress call and message 
must acknowledge the message in the manner 
outlined earlier. The nature and timing of 
acknowledgement is dependent upon the ability to 
render assistance. Mayday relays are also a very 
important form of distress ¢ommuifications. A
relay is used when a vessel has heard a distress call 
go unacknowledged but is not in a position itself to 
render assistance. 
Vessels receiving a distress message that has not 
been acknbwledged and are not in a position to 
render assistahce, shall allow a short interval of 
time to elapse before acknowledging receipt of the 
message. This is to allow a coast guard radio 
station or vessels nearer the distress location a 
chance to acknowledge the distress message in- 
terference-free. 
If still no acknowledgement of receipt is made by 
any other station after a short interval of time, the 
distress me .s.qage should then be acknowledged. 
(This is to assure the vessel in distress that its 
distress message has been "received by another 
station). The vessel in distress hould then be told 
that its message will he relayed. 
A distress message repeated by a vessel other 
than the vessel in distress hall transmit a signal 
comprising of: 
1) the signal MAYDAY RELAY (three timesi 
2) the words THIS IS 
3) the name and call sign of the station repeati/g 
the message (three'times) 
4) the word MAYDAY (once) 
5) the name and call siBn of the vessel in distress 
(once) 
6) the particulars of the me'sage such as the 
distress vessel's location, nature of distress, ~
description ofvessel, number of persons on heard, 
etc. 
7) the word OVER 
NOTE: Any station in the maritime mobile service 
that has heard a distress message that has not been 
acknowledged after a short interval of time, must 
acknowledge or acknowledge and relay the 
message. 
Vessels which have acknowledged receipt of a 
distress message or relayed a distress message 
shall take the following additional aeries if ap- 
plicable: 
~) contaet the nearestcoust guard radio station if 
this station is not aware of the distress situation 
2) forward information to the appropriate s arch 
and rescue organizations 
3) continue to guard the frequency on which the 
distress message was received and if possible uny 
other frequency which may be used by a station in 
distress ~ . . . . . . .  
4) cease all transmissions which may interfere 
with traffic between search and rescue stations and 
the vessel in distress 
Although it may be hard to believe, one of the 
biggest problems faced by coast guard radio station 
operators working a vessel in distress is in. 
terferenee from other stations using the distress 
frequency at the same time as a vessel in distress. 
Operators of interfering stations that have received 
infringement reports for interfering with distress 
• traffic res~nd with a variety of reasons; some of 
which have some validity while other easons have 
no validity whatsoever. Two common excuses are,. 
"I didn't hear the distress call because I was out of 
range," or "I just turned my radio on." If you are 
close enough to interfere you should in most cases 
be close enough to  have heard the call or an 
acknowledgement. You should always LISTEN for 
a reasonably ong interval before making a call on 
Channel 51 SSB or Channel 16 VHF to ensure you 
will net cuase interference, to distress or other 
traffic. To prevent'and-or curtail interference, 
radio silence may be imposed by a Vessel or other 
station. 
The station in distress or any station in the im. 
mediate vicinity may impose sitence on a particular 
station or stations in the area if interference is being 
caused to distress traffic. The station in distress. 
shall use the expression SILENCE, MAYDAY, OR 
SEELONCE, MAYDAY (the international ex- 
pression). Other stations imposing silence during a 
distress situation shall use the expression 
SILENCE, DISTRESS or SEELONCE, DISTRESS 
(the international expression). In either case the 
instructions are addressed toALL STATIONS oi* to 
specific stations only. 
In all the excitement of a distress ituation one 
very important distress procedure that is often 
forgotten is the cancellation ofdistress. This most 
often occurs when one vessel races to the assistance 
of another, rescues the survivors and rushes them 
off to medical attention without notifying the coast 
guard. If the distress is not cancelled coast guard 
crashboats, hovercraft, helicopters or other private 
vessels may rush to the scene and search forhours. 
This can be very expensive, risky to those searching 
and draw resources away from other areas where 
they could be needed. The procedure to be used in 
cancelling a distress ituation will be described 
next. 
. . . . . . .  ~ .-:-.., .-.-:_-.:.. .-.. .  , .  . ,  ,:: . ' : "  .,.: , : .  : .7" . . !  • "-.,, . . . . . . .  • ..~: r~.. ~ :~:::,?/..~ t ,~  ,~ ~ ~.,-::,~ ~ ~. 
• : c ' ! ; : '~ : : . :~ ; :  , .... 
Cub leader Bob Wilson, one of the ta rgets  In the sponge throw at 
Saturday's scout carnival ,  gr imaces as the soggy sponge nears its 
mark.  This was one of the most popular  events af the carniva I, held at 
the Carpenter 's  Hall. 
i 
Scoutlng: News 
by JANE QUADR~ 
May 12 was the Te~ace 
District Boy Scouts of 
Canada's spring carnival. 
The rain let up by starting 
time and stayed away for 
the duration, of the event. 
Games included hockey 
shoot, bean bag throw, 
javelin throw, discus 
throw, cupcake walk, fish 
pond, dart throw, ring t~s,  
hall bounce, home run,, 
paper airplane throw, 
giant swing, broom lift, 
bowling, je l lo -eat ing  
contest and the most 
popular of alli the wet 
sponge throw; Targets in 
the wet sponge throw in- 
eluded leaders and' one 
service team person. 
Unfortunately,  the 
turnout was not what was 
expected, and Instead of. a 
district fund-raising event, . . . . . . .  
• the carnival turned Out to' :.: ." ' " 
he a district fun day for . . .  
everyone. Fun was 
definitely had by all who 
attended. 
Operating the canteen, 
which sold hot dogs, 
donuts, cupcakes and  
drinks, were four girl 
• guides. Krina Forbes, Jill 
Curry, Teresa Middleton 
and Megan Phillips 
provided a service to the 
scouts as completing a 
special project towards 
their "all.r0und cord". 
Well done, girisl You did a 
fantastic job. 
Thanks must go to all " 
those who helped get ready 
for ~nd run the carnival. 
There are too many to 
mention, but you all know 
who you are. The dislrict 
sincerely thanks you. ' 
Upcoming events for 
Terrace scouts inc lude  
swim-up ceremonies for 





(AP) --James Vinnlck got 
more than he bargained 
for when he ordered a New 
England Telephone credit 
card. 
So far, 276 AT and T 
credit cards have been 
delivered to his home, and 
telephone company of- 
ficials say their computers 
show he can expect to 
receive at least 971. 
"They told me they will 
find out why these cards 
district bicycle rodeo put 
on by the RCMP for cube. 
The 1st Terrace Scout 
Trno~ will go to Houston to 
attend Totem:Traiis~ This 
is a ~;early scout camp, 
held in different locations 
each year. It involves 
scouts and leaders from 
Prince Rupert, Terrace,  
S tewar t ,  Smi thers ,  
Kitimat, HoustOn, Bums 
Lake, and the HazeRons. 
The scouts will camp t0r 
three nigh~ and while at 
Totem Trail, : will build 
rafts nndcanne~ May27 is 
games, db cralts, and eatl 
It is generally a good day 
of fun and activities, en- 
ding with a traditional 
campfire. Coming up in 
June are the various cub 
pack camps, with the 
district cub camp at 
month-end. There will be 
cubs from the Terrace 
district, the  Queen 
Charlotte Islands and a 
lone cub from a lighthouse 
station. A' leaden' camp- 
fire is also planned, and 
theaunual district meeting 
June 16 will include• 
elections for the coming 
the annual district: ~year. At the end of June, 
Beaveree, ~This is a :day some of our leadem Will go 
camp ~involving a l l - the south for more scout 
Beavers in' the ' :Terrace training, in a week-long 
district. They will .play course. Report ocome.  
'~. ":t. ' t~ ~, : ' , , .  j ,  ::~. : .* 
HmI! m :,: 
n oWl Called co Y : unt r  
Before  country /aurae performers weren't real 
was called. "country," it cowboysand real cowboys 
was "known as !'country had little influence on 
and western,", and before western music. 
that it was called "old- Western music had a 
t imey"or "hillbilly." - parallel development in 
It's not known how the the mid-1930s and became 
term hillbilly originated , known as  "western 
but it was widely used at swing." The style corn- 
the turn of the century to 
describe backwoods people 
of the southern United 
States. 
We do know, however, 
how the term became 
associated with the folk 
songs of rUral southerners. 
In January 1925, a string 
band recorded in New 
York ~ity. AI Hopkins led 
the group~ which• didn't 
have a name. When record 
company executive Ralph 
Peer asked Hopkins what 
the group should be called, 
he replied: "Call the band 
anything you want. We are 
nothing but a bunch of  
hillbillies .from North 
Carolina and Virginia 
anyway." 
• .  Peer- ignored Hopkins', 
lack .• of self-esteem and 
named the band The 
Hilthlllles. The name 
spread from there, / 
altho.ugh some , record 
companies 'thought 
"hillbilly" was derogatory 
and used.the term "old- 
timey music."  
At the  time hillbilly 
music was confined mostly 
to the rural south, but in 
the mid.1930, the 
• Hollywood western 
became, popular and such 
"cowboy" singers as Tex 
Ritter, 6ene Autry ~ and 
Roy Rogers began to have 
a strong influence in 
spreading the popularity of 
rural folk songs. 
The term '!western". 
became associated with 
the music, rivalling 
"hillbilly," which was 
frowned on because of its 
backwoods, hayseed 
connotation. 
NOT REAL McCOY 
"Western music," on the 
other hand, suggested a
style developed by 
cowboys but, in fact, the 
southern and western 
United States, in the north 
and the east the music was. 
called "folk" because the' 
term presented a more 
acceptable self-ires@ to 
people who didn't Want to 
be identified with hack- 
woods hillbillies. 
blned old-tlmey' fiddle Then as the music's 
music with big-band jazz, popularity spread, more of 
and its:most inf luential  its performers realized 
gro/~p was Bob Wills's that being called hillbilly 
, Texas Playboys. 
But the influence "of 
Hollywood movies instilled 
the term-"western" in 
association with the music, 
and hillbilly singers - -  who 
had never ridden a horse 
or branded a steer - 
adopted the cowboy image 
by wearing western 
clothing and giving 
themselves cowboy 
names. 
While this development 
was taking place in the 
singers' was limiting their 
potential by causing ad- 
verse reactions in urban 
areas. 
TOOK NEW NAME 
In the late 1940s, a 
movement developed' 
among art ists to replace 
."hillbilly '~ with "country." 
Minnie Pearl said in an 
interview that following a 
Carnegie Hall concert in 
1947, she, Ernest Tubb and 
other entertainers decided 
they had to. change the 
name of the music, 
era, to OMP 
.Brda/ 
Salon 
DID YOU KNOW THAT:  
--Wehave the best cdlectlon of Wedding Gowns. 
--We have the largest selection of Brldes~naid 
IGowns. 
---We have Custom Made service especially 
for Wu. 
--We have complete wedding fashions for the 
Bridal Party. 
--We specie Ilze In Silk Wedding Flowers. 
--We a!so carry a large selection of Graduation 
Fashions. - ' ' " 
--We deal wHh 3 Tuxedo Rental companys. 
SfflITHERS 6RIDRL 
SRLON 
=im.~*~. . .m . . . . . . .  , " 
 Terrace 
AI Im°~the/:~eP~ii!~'ts~re ! IN,STORE. 
[lltKE SHOP 
= 
WHILE STOCKS LAST 
Frenoh Bread 
450 g--16 oz. loaf unsliced loaf." 
m 
Supergroup were ordered end not to I 
worry about it," Vianick 
said. "They told me I won't ml : is award winner have  topayforanyea l l s  
made on these cai'ds." I , 
BUENA PARK, Calif. didn't win. Anne Murray, Terry. Remeno, "
(AP)  - -  Alabama, country with A Little Good News, spokesman for AT and T, I 
music's reigning wa's nominated for single Said the mailing was an 
supergroup, pulled off its record of the year. Hank "isolated ' case of 
second three-award sweep Williams: The Show He distribution errqr." 
in two years at the Never Gave, "starring Romano said the company 
Academy of Country Sneezy Waters and written hasn't figured out w.hythe 
Mustc's 19th Alinual by Maynard Collins, both- cards weresentto Vinniek, i 
Awards Show. of Ottawa, was nominated but will pick them up from 
Veteran stars Kenny for thehoxt country motion- his home. 
Rogers and Dolly Parton, picture of the year. ' . Viunick, a vice-president 
who teamed on the hit duet - with Shearson American 
Islands in the Stream, won Alabama's awards in- Express in Springfield, 
two awards, while Janle eluded the group's third said be ordered .a New 
Fricke and Lee Greenwood straight entertainer of the England Telephone L'edit 
were first-time vocalist year prize and fourth card, but nevei" asked for 
winnbrs at Monday nlght*s consecutive vocal group one from AT and T, which 
ceremonies telecast by award, automatically s ends credit 
NBC from KnoWs Berry The quartet from Fort cards to po0ple who order 
Farm. Payne, Ala., also won the local telephone company. 
Two Canadian entries album of the year award, charge cards. ~ 
Blueberry Pie 
,. 99 • __,.,_22m 
, . , i  , ,  " '..~i 
. . . .  6 66' " for ' 
Prim effxlivo 
'fil,gmtmrdal, Urn! le 
IoYW Fdndll & Cretins 
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Three .year .0 id"Mandy  Jones; of K l t lmat ,  
took advantage  of Sunday 's  w lnd  to test her  
new klte.  Mandy  found out shor t ly  af- 
te rwardsthat  what  g.oes up must  come down.  
II I 
Turner g!ains an ally " 
in eau claims against Trud '::, 
Liberal leadership candidate: John" .: p,,gnolo sate 
Turner gota boost Monday from two. 
former national union lenders for his 
claim that Prime Minister Trudeau 
gave him little support in 1975 during 
government,talks with labor about. 
voluntary wage controls., ' 
Bill Mahoney, former national 
director of the United Steelworkers of
America and then Canadian Labor 
Congress vice-president, along with 
Stanley. Little, former president of 
the  Canadian Union of Public 
Employees, were involved ,in the 
talks and .agreed with Turner's' 
version of events. , 
J oe  Morris, retired Canadian 
Labor Congress president, refused to 
comment on relations ,between 
Trudeau and then-finance minister 
Turner, but said union officials 
talking to Turner were optimistic 
until things came to a sudden end. 
".I don't wish to give the impression 
that I am a very rigid anglophone 
since we also, in 'British Columbia, 
like to be' lively as in Quebec."" 
' Employment. 'Minister 'John 
Boberts complained that Turner and 
Chretien supporters had turned the 
conference into a media spectacle 
with their hoopla, - 
"It was a spectaele. . . i t ,  was 
against the rules and against the idea 
of what we're supposed to do in these 
polit 'eal forums,". Roberts to ]  
CKAC, a French-language radi 
station in Montreal. 
There. were no  such partisan 
displays on behalf of the other five 
leadership candidates. 
Chretien, ho~vever, defended the  
demonstations, saying his supporters 
did no t plaster the hall with signs, 
.which was against he rules. 
"There was a lot of people who 
n n  
Rcros :s  'can .ada 
$ 2.2-m illion ,raise 
for outreach programs • 
OTrAWA (CP) -- The federal government has 
earmarked about $21.2 million this fiscal year to 
community groups offering special eounselling and 
employment services. 
The figure is Up about $2 million from the money 
spent on the se~called outreach program during the 
year  which ended ~arch 31. 
A compromise in sports 
• betting fight 
• MONCTON, N.B. (CP) -- A Moncton tobacconist 
will be allowed to sell Atlantic Lottery Corp. tickets 
and those of the federal sports betting ame under a
compromise r ached Monday. 
• Jim Townsend, owner of Keating's tobaecc~ shop, 
had been granted an 11-day injunction preventing 
the corporation from unplugging him from the Lotto 
6-49 computer network• At a court appearance Trudeau said last,week that Turner .I,~ h,~ TH r ,, e r • I 
misrepresented events by'saying the uv , , , ,  u ,, came from Shawinigan .and they I Monday in which he sought a continuation f the 
• • • " ' '1 ' • • l ,  • . • prime mlmster gave Httle support o . . . . . . . . . .  were very enthusmsUc, Chretien I mjtmetlon, a compromise was reached allowing 
Turner's attempts to negotiate wora.!ng mW~a v0z~mry restrain.is said in Montreal. 'Tve not had the i ...Townsend tosell both typos of tickets until June 8, 
voluntary restraint. . . :::/: i~a  l,~,:seomea u)~ mat n.o one eme chance~ go there and the~': came ~:::i [i i.wh~n his: contract with Atlantic Lottery expires 
The Toronto lawyer tol'd reporters' was• ..:~ ~ ;,.. ~_ . . .  . , . ,  :see:me• ..: : . .  .. ' . . . . . "  :/ : :  ~ . . . . . . . .  " ---" . . . .  • 
m uttawa, ,.leerm party preslaem ,, • he was frustrated over the lack o f  . . . . . .  We showed to everybody that we 
tona t;ampagnom sale sne was support but did not say that was the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~,._, . . . . . .  were extremely well organized and n . .  j • ' 
UUI I I tZ [ J [ J~"  WItH ~UJ [ - I ,  i a4~l l  t J~ ,~r / l~ .~,  d t d  specific reason for his resignation . . . . . . .  .. ,,_; . . . . . . . . . . . .  that pays a lot.of dividends with the i . .SSI~ 
later th-t ,,,,,,- A* ~h,= f|m~= rl~,rnm- Wl[b=t~ll~t~XlU 'lm"FY cut,I¢I=,'~¢ " voters" . i my= v=mv 
said he resigned fo~; oetson~] Montrea l , : :  ,,;/,;;~!:~. ,•;: . . . . ,  : ;,The ]Vinntreal po]!cyforun~ wasthe':,~: i / : : ;  : ==I[ " I~ , i~;=,A~!  i l l  : /A ;  " 
•- ~upporters el ,,:nergy ~mlster reasons . . . . .  i ' i . . . .  . . -  . . third of fi~'e.to ailow Liberals to meet ' :m . -~  ~H~|[ [ . : .  11,11=, 
• ,, Jean cnreuen sta en noisy, con • . • . . . . . . .  ~ - - ' " "  Mahoney said Turner was con- g " leadership candidates, and to B 
. • o . • • stun an advocate of v ventlon style floor parades, while n t e n 
restraint wblle Trudeau wa°~mret;~Yv. Turner's organization gave out 2,000 qu ; :~;  e ~inmis~nr ~,leI:k.PMinat~G~.~u n --I~11 ~:n¢~o Deluxe 14x70 mobile homes $20,000 
• , " - . • ' m ~. .  . - -  , x  12x~O mobile homes $6,500. 
t a samples of imported perfume to ogo head with legislation imposing ~. k M";"  " . I )a -  : . . another .leadership.candidat.e,.~ad:.~:i/ ,.,.~.-~l.bedroomhomesfrom~$19,~O0... " 
st mar omer s y e re raint. . :  r ~ / .  : '': & ' ' ~ ' _  0 ' ~ ~" , ;' ~ . ::.. " : .  dressed:a:~Leonfx~enee.:"bn:"~k.;;i" " : : .  . : ! : . ' . -  . . 
, uandida[es representatives meet CONTACT v Little agreed with Mah0ney s ~,ieW . driving Monday in Ottawa. He said '~ . . . .  
of t e today to consider posszble changes to i tr i a h split between Turner and .. . . . . . . . . . .  he s y'ng to crek down on drunk U..  H , , i  , , , J  et~t~ tuna •
cne Pines, wnlen COUlO allOW for I - Trudeau. • " . . .. .~ . . . . .  ' . drivers through legislation in the N • IHI;MIUU 00~ /gq4  
,, oemonstrauons at me ena ol me nex¢ ' Turner was ve~:y definitely'. Commons but the opposition isnot co- 
policy for.urn, in Vancouver, Cam- operating. 
Leader warns reserves 
face economic upheava/ 
. EDMONTON (CP)  - -  'The federal consent o allow the women and their 
• government's plans to amend the Indian families to live on reserves there would be 
Aet could result in political,, social and trouble and they would not be accepted by 
economic upheaval on  reserves, Wilf other reserve residents, McDougali said. 
MrDougall, president of the Indian Also, there would be too many people on ~ 
Association of Alberta, said Monday. the reserves, and social programs, net 
. McDougall ~l.d 0 hewn conf?~nce ~e . adequ,otely funded now, would, be further 
ellminat? ~l lsedmlna(~d i i ]~st  ~$an ~ pp~_ .o. LAND . . ..... 
women. ' ' I ; : "  ' ' .~e  canos would need an expanded ]and" 
"In our Ifidian societies there was full base to ,'accommodate people who are 
sexual .equality," he said• "This was the 
case socially and economically - -  the very 
basis of our existence. 
"The alleged iscrimination byour men 
against our women was the result of im- 
posing an alien system conceived in 
Parliament," MeDougall said in refer.enee 
. to the Indian Act. 
The changes would allow Indian women, 
who lost treaty status by marrying a non- 
Indian, to regain their ights and return to 
the reserves. Indian mendo not lose their 
treaty rights by marrying a non-Indian. 
If changes are made without he bands' 
reinstated, he said. Although he did not 
have an exact figure McDougall said 
thousands would be eligible'to return to 
reserves. 
Regena Crowchild, amember of the 71S- 
member Sarcee Band which has a.reserve 
on Calgary's western outskirts, said 400 
• people would be eligible to return to that 
reserve. 
McDougall said change to the Indian Ant 
and .~'self-government, will. be the main 
issues'at a .three-day conference of 576 "~ 
Canadian Indian chiefs that begins 
Wednesday in Edmonton.. ' 
Fruit rules relics of war 
. oTTAWA (CP)' ~ : --: Canada. be stripped of what little 
Agriculture , Minister ' . Conservative MP Perrin protection they have 
Eugene Whelan is dt~jtQI:: Beatty; one of tim corn- against cheap imparted 
something illegal, say~i~i '', :miLtee co-chairmen, said produce. 
committee of MPs ~d '  in an interview that a court And it Would be the 
senators .  ' ;  " Challenge to the government's , fault 
• The minister/admits i  " regulations would un- because it . has done 
but doesn't intendto.clean doubtedly find them illegal nothing to get the. 
up his act - -  at least for a:~ and Canadian fruit and regulations approved by 
while. ' • ,. vegetable producers would Parliament, he added. - . -  . .  . . 
The issue centres :on'. - - -  
Seemingly innocqnt - . 
regulations to control the 
import of fresh fruit and 
vegetables. '. • • 
The Senate-Commons 
committee on regulations 
and statutory instruments 
s~ys the regulations, which 
date to the Second WoHd , 
War, are illegal because 
they are not based on any 
existing law and should be • 
revoked. 
. Whelan says be will keep '. 
using them : until 
• replacements, now being: 
prepared, can be passed by -. 
Parliament. But no one" 
knows when that might 
happen. 
The regulations prohibit 
the import of fruits and 
vegetables if they can be 
grown in Canada, unless 
the importer bought he 
foreign produce' within :24 
hours of it being shipped by 
rail or truck from where it 
was grown . . . .  
'The regulations were 
devised to keep railway 
freight cars from being 
fled up during the war by 
U,S. speculators in fruit 
and vegetables who Would 
load the cars and send 
them to major population 
centres, and i f  no bayer : 
couidbe found there, on to 
Canada. This pFocess 
could tie the ears:up :for 
weeks.. 
.The regulations.: were. , 
maintained after the war:': [ 
because they were ef'; [ ' 
fective ~t stopping the .l~ 
dumping or producein ~ L 




In order to re-supply and posltiofi the 
MV "Queen of the North" for the start of 
the Summer Schedule the following 
changes wil l  be made: 
Ef fec t ive  Wednesday, May 30, 1984 only: 
Lv Skidegate 9:00 am 
.Arr Prince Rupert 3:00 pm 
Ef fec t ive  Wednesday, May 30, 1984 only: 
Lv Prince Rupert 6:00 pm 
Arr Port Hardy 9:00 am* 
*Thursday, May 31 
For. reservations contact your local Travel 
Agent i  
Halda Travel Terrace Travel Ltd. 
Servlcd Ltd. 4611 Lakelse Avenue 
Skeena Mall Terrace. B.C, " 
Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-6551 
Phone; 635-6181 ' . ~-~ 
! / /~u ,  







• Goodyear Canada Inc• 
CONSTRUCTION 
• Polyester Radia lCord Body. i . . . .  . ~.i-i. : i "  :.: 
• Steel Belts :' ' : " i i i , ! i : /  
BENEFITS ' ...... " ....... ; . . . .  FEATURES & , . i . .  ::.,, '. ~ ,~.* ,• .  
• 2ndgenerat ion ,  prenl ium all-season tread des ign :  
• Larger overall tir e size when compared to  the Gulf  
Al l -Season tire. • . 
• .Wider, deeper tread for longer lasting life and superior 
traction in all types of weather condit ions. 
• Improved fuel economy due to lower rolling resistance tread 
compound.  
GUARANTEE:.~:, 
• Road Hazard Warranty for the life.of the original tread. 
• Performance Rated at 80,000 kin. 
0 
DON'T MISS THESE FABULOUS SAVIHGSI 
TOTEN GULF SERVI i) 
N & J Ser-vlce Centre Ltd. 
~.: '4711 Lakolso Ave. 635-451S 
Specialists ! ld l l  bake work licensed mechanic on duty B days a week. 
U 
~'~-  ' . . . .  - '=' : : " . . . . .  ' : " '  : " :  - ' : "  " =":" -~ ' - ' :  - . . . . . .  ~r  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ =  ==-~~~"~"  , , ~, ~ • " ' . . . . . . . . . . .  , .h  . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  
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tendency to Serf-effacement, 
you still know how to get your 
• act  together in front of an au- 
dience.  You have  an  
'analytical mind and would 
make a good crit/e, th0ugh you 
also have a strong need to per- 
form yourself. You can sue- 
ceed in law, literature and 
sden~e as well. An aloof at- 
etude can drive away those 
who would care for you. Ac- 
cent cheerfulness. Birth date 
of: Henry Fonda, ac tor ;  
Llberace, pianist; and Studs 
.. Terkel, author. 
' by Lynn, Johnston 
. I - • 
i ' l ,~  l i t  ~ • ~ , , " 
n-~,  ~_......-4 i ,~ '~/" ' "~=~.  : IIA,,,, l . ,  
",~__...i,,~..~l ~ ~ ~ I .: ~ ot .anaers  
, .  : ' : ' :~drass  who holds.the 
~ ~ t ~  ~ • v ~ l  ~ "  " •/  • . elevator for a trleua, or, ~ ~ ' ,  . I  I ~ n ~ , ' : Worse yet ,  sticks h is  
l i t i~~! i .~ 'L  l '  i I .  ] ~ ' i ' .~t~l : l - ' T ' ,  -I . . ' ' l uuu i  In the door when 
~ I ~ ) ' A  t | I - 'L~'. . J ,  F ~  - ,... I " , i . '  It's within two Inches of 
- ~ ! I  | |  l /  f k~~i t%l  . '~  . :b  closing and squeezes 
-------~.-.-- - -  ;p ,w ' ' . . . . .  in to o u one 
L n ,.. : hlmself g P 
: "~' floor. " 
Don't these fools real- 
by Brant Parker and Johnny Har,t 
~os to locating 
t ~w 
l l e  that most elevators 
a re  computerized? In 
' our  otflce building we 
have eight elevators to 
• service 13 floors. When 
sun elevator is held i t  
throws everything off. A 
Httle patience Instead of 
holding and. hogging - 
would m~dke use smoom- 
or for everybody. Get the 
word out, ~m.  And give 
"era a good what.for. - 
Kent ' 
Okay, the word Is out. 
'No more holding, and ' 
hogging. If you dummies 
will exercise a little, re- 
straint, another elevator 
will be along in two see- 
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+ ' TEl'RACE ADULT+WiNNE 
Peter Was"A Flsberman !: .+ '  ' -:i 
Out on the . I t  s .  ! ~ mY pay', ++ :;'i • • 
• " * Peter was a fishemum, ' + . . :  +,: ..+.-: 
llauling these heavy'nets all of the day, 
, Peter was a fisherman. , `+ .+; 
On the shores of Galilee, 
Peter was a fisherman. , : • :  
' He work with his hands, the same ]g(eme; ', 
:.+ : Petorwas a fisherman. • " " ' ' '1 : ' " L " 
Morning come with the rising tide, • 
I hoist my sail and I go to sea, 
Go to find where the fishes hide, '+ " = 
.... In the turtle-grass by the'mangrove, k  
I spread my. net and I east it, so. 
,It sink in the jade and silver sea, 
,:Little fishes swimming down. below, 
Which one of you is e0ming home with me, 
My family say, "Go work in +town,. 
Loading the rum and the ougsr-eano, 
You earn lots ofmoney, geana make na proud, . 
• +-+ And never have to goout o sea again". '
But I think, when you work on the dock, 
Loading the boats the whole long day, 
Whether you think it right or wrong 
You always gutta do what the bous-man say. 
• .~ Roger Koe ' 
....', Black and Whi le  " ' 
.. I am but a. simple person, . ,- 
p re fer r ing  things in black and whi te ,  . . . . .  • '" 
no shades of uncertainty, 
to clutter my respective emotions. , 
• I have no time for mind games, 
life is too short and speeding by,  " 
grey hair and wrinkles 
catch up to worthless gossip. 
It is easier to catalogue 
difficult problems in closets of my bralm " .  
than to sort them out, .... 
releasing them to create havoc. : . . '+  
+.There may come a terrible time, 
. all hidden will spill out unattended, 1 
an the door breaks open 
" . 1 ~  to destroy what remains,+ .- 
Until this time comes to pass, 
I will continue to ignore with pleasure 
underlying tremors of reality, 
•-net reading between the lines. ..- ,, 
Laurel Morris " 
TERRACE ADULT FINALISTS 
Plgstop 
There stands the mighty pigslop 
'Fermenting ripe and fine 
Conglomerate of-table scraps 
in sour milk entwined, 
We let it grow in edour 
Full bodiedand mature 
We let the warm room curdle it 
As long as we can endure. 
/ Then up to the pen we march in file 
On a sweet spring-scented night 
~V J 
. . . . .  "or lhcoOlt  miV+i:: jntest::winners 
The Northoonst Poetry Contest was sponsored by' 
Kitimat, Prince Rupert and Terrace libraries. The 
libraries would like to thank participants for their 
contributions, o many of which were of a high 
caliber• YOU made it a great contest. 
TEEN HONOURABLE MENTION - -  TERRACE 
ELEMENTARY HONORABLE MENTION 
when sneakles sneak 
in a little forest but when day comes 
sneakles sneak sneak sneakles neak sneak 
creepers creep creep creepers creep creep 
sniffers niff •sniff sniffers sniff sniff 
and at night 
all if asleep Jessica Campbell 
.Little boys playing so earnestly, sedously 
with your G.I. Joe tank and Burble and bomber 
, A look of concentration furrow your forehead.."The 
• Jerries are planning a routl" 
,!rata.tat.a.tata.tata-tatatatatat I' 
"Vip, Vip, Vip, tzingl tzing, tzingt" 
"BADOOMI t" ~" 
:in ,renter you, the TV flickers ilent images: " : ' . . 
a nation afflicted with a stiff one armed alute . . . . .  :,~! 
enmeu barbed wire fences 
- to conta ln  the yellow star scarred' peopl e ~:.: .... - 
,theirravaged, bodies mute testimony . . . . . . .  .- 
shorn hair and gaunt faces . . . .  
the Hare, The bear and I
One day I saw a hare chasing a 
bear. 
'I.'didn't caR. 
One day  I saw a bear  chas ing  a 
hare  
I didn't care. 
One day I saw a bear and a hare 
chasing me. 
I eared• 
dull eyes that have seen too much 
• numbered  arms and no hope ~ " -. = 
,~ is ,  too, is war little bey " " . . . . . .  ~' ~ 
• .;.. :':.tids,~to0 ISWar. " " • ' 
+ + " Anna Strumecki 
y:.~ -.ratatats, Vlps, tzing, and Badooms taken from a 
:-:: G. J•  Joe comic,, 
Rebel' 
.~ ~ ~+ ::' :+::::,: " ' ;.Exploding 
• .+ beneath me 
.,~+ ; ,/~ 
momentarily stunned 
in the dust. 
while 
' :-- : : "  ] " be  lunges he, the victor, 
• ' : :i ~:;:.+;:" and bucks gallops away 
tail held high, 
: ~ ~ ~' ~ .:~ :1~1 +'~: ' ' ; : ..daring to unseat me like a banner 
:. -,~i!: +./+,. ++ :. of course, he does in the mountain air. 
and I lie .... 
" .  . . . .  Jacqueline Hookstra 
t ,  :.,-y 7 ~:+ . 
• Ate you up to yojir neck in slush and rain; 
, ELEMENTARY WINNER - -  TERRACE 
: 
-. Super Summer Smile 
The sun 'will come out, 
m m" ' / .q ,?,~?r. ' 
. +++ ,. _ :+ 
..,-,++. 
Danny McRobb 
And school and teachers who are insane? 
• And the pigs dive in " . 1 ' 
;:With a yogurt grin, :,' ... ,~+" ;,+ :~ ,,.;.++,Well,mi~youaro~d~eme~'g'~l~i~rial~.. .` ~ • ,. + '. --v . . .  ++ .+.~ . . . . . .  ' , . "  . . . .  
And approolate,hog delight..,,,,-+,,= . . . . . . .  , .... Hop outof  bed pJld o~er  right now . . . . .  .,:, 
And so it churns against he w.au. .  For  a Super sdmmm.s i .Oe  . . . . . . . . .  
~+ The pigslop turinfrom spring m tan • . .  . = . 
' •It turns and moulds The minute you open it summer willbe there, 
And merges like that -- You'll jump into your shorts, 
""No waste for us And enjoy the fresh air. 
Just bacon fat. 
The rain will stop,, . 
,,+. L-::/.~,,~Y~:+,,+~'+ . ,,+' :. :_. + ...... 
But the rest we must keep secret awhile, 
Until you order your Super Summer Smile. 
Rhiannon George 
Brenda Silsbe 
Sprin#lme , . 
Wild Geese are honking on their way home, 
Rivers are rushing, their waters whip foams 
Rnhbins are singing in the warm April rain, 
the Bears woke up, they are roaming again, 
Croeasses, Tulips and Daffodils bloom, 
the Grouse flap their wings with a thundering boom; 
new leafs on the trees paint he hills softly green, 
and the whole world around us looks shiny and clean, 
the wind's blowing stronger, and the air in sO clear, 
the day's getting longer....Springtime is herel 
Ursula Deinler-Radceay ' 
• ELEMENTARY HONOURABLE MENTION I J 
Popcorn 
Popl Popl Out of the pani t  flies, He dips it in butter 
Under the watch of.hungryeyes. Withhardiy a fault, 
As Soon as it lands, Then he makes a white Christmas 
It's up and in Using ten tons of saltl 
The mouth of my ten year old 
brother, Tim. Well, I'm sure you'll agree 
That Tim's love for popcorn 
He likes popcorn, Is something he can't help, 
As much as anybody can; It's how he was P)orn. 
Sometimes he will eat it 
Right out of the hot panl Heath Dreger 
.The Herald, Tuesday, May 15, 1984, pl~Be I I  
• . What i sbh ie  ." ,...:. ;.:+ 
.The  sky  and  the  sea  
~re  are  b lm as  can  can  be ,  " 
Somet imes  it ~emsas  though 
thelr ]ook lng  at. me'.:,.,,:': i 
Naney•Drew's •eYes • i • 
are as blue as blue ink, 
So are For.~et-me'-nnis 
and Bluebells "I think" • 
A fringed gentain 
and+a bluebonnet, • ~' +:,; ; ~!  ~•~ 7/'..:~ 
don't grow as high as a wall, I i : i 
But their pretty . . . . . .  : 
even though their small. 
The lines in your notebook 
are blue, Same with a crocus. 
Blue is a.color of the rainbow, 
And is really quite easy to focus 
• If I look up in the sky 
what do I see, 
A beautiful rainbow looking dawn 
at me. 
Blue is the biggest line there 
It just seems rtO float in the air 
Some desks are blue 
pencil crayons, felt pens, notebooks too. 
We have told you a story 
about blue. 
Carmen Cebuiiak 
LOG SHELLS FOR SALE ,. + 
1) Home: 1.280 0q, It, with pro -  ~ "°. 
~i' vision1 for a 'h loll . • ~l~ik '? . "  -:- -'+:,~;.~=~ 
2) Home: 32'x40' with interior ¢ :1" ~llt, l l l k \ . .  • ." " "  '"q~l 
log wall. porch area ~ ~ [ ~ 1 1 ~ . . . ~  
I ]  3} Cabin: 18'x20', ski cabin, ~." ~ lLm~' - - '~  .--~_11 
guest house  ~ ~ - - . ~ t  
BuUt of pine lags. Wlll mow to IT~**,~E~.-~J4WT " -- - .~  
l J  your tat. View Fisher Rd., Tyee ~' ~ I r ~_~ .. ~ - 
~ 1 '~ ~ Telkwa araa. Will c~1orn. ; ,- ..11 ..:'/ 
.~  build to your plans. ' / 
He's checked the competition. There isn't a 
hotel in town that offers better value than the 
Villa Howe. 
We're downtown on restaurant row. Across 
from Granville Island Market and an easy walk to 
B.C. Place or English Bay. 
Oi~r rooms are big "m.ht and hatidsomely .... 
. L : . :~n ished:  ~*~: f i~  to~or~arki//~;!'*iifun ......... 
bistro restaurant and a clubby lounge. 
From $38 a night, the Villa Howe is 
Vancouver's value hotel. 
And the Value gets even Ixtter on weekends, • 
so ask about our Friday to Sunday rates. 
The Villa Howe. Shouldn't you check into it? 
~ , We put he best of Vancouver within easy wg~b. 
HOW ' : - 
• Bc ! I 
Dreams come true 
for northern artists 
YELLOWKNIFE, N•W.T. (CP) - -A  
nine.year-old dream is to come true this 
week when, with the chant of an Indian 
prayer, Inuit singers and Dene drummers, 
the curtain rises on the opening ceremony 
of the Northern Arts and Cultural Centre. 
The $2.5-million theatre does not look 
like much from the outside. It is attached 
is tax deductible. 
Famous People Players, a troupe of 
mentally handicapped Toronto performers 
who have won hearts around the world for 
their magical presentations under black 
lights, are to be part of the opening show. 
Also  scheduled are French-Canadian 
folk dancers Lea Bles d'or, flautist Paul  
to the high school which educates students Horn, fiddlers Graham "and Eleanor 
from aeross the Northwest Territorius and Townsend andsinger Riki Turofsky. 
just inside the school doors, the familiar 
smell of the adjoining gymnasium is 
perceptible. 
In the theatre, though, excitement fills 
the air as an actor rehearses lines from 
Macbeth while he and the director build a 
set. Any thought that the theatre is a 
converted gymnn'sium vanishes as soon ns 
thedoor to the inner lobby is dosed. 
The 325-seat theatre Is a gem, simple in 
design and praised by performers for 
providing an intimacy with the audience. 
The best part of all for the people who 
had the dream is the community spirit that 
has sustained the' theatre since planning 
began four years ago in Sunday afternoon 
AGENDA FULL 
The 11 days preceding the opening have 
been featuring films, poems, music, 
singing and dancing bY local artists and a 
series of  Shakespearean plays. The 
professional segment begins on Wed- 
nesday with two concerts by Ruffs, the 
popular children's inger. 
The Royal Canadian Air Farce will tape 
a live show May 21, 
To enhance the northern flavor of the 
whole enterprise,, native crafts ~ll. be 
displayed in the lobby. 
Czarpecki is quick to point out that the 
centre is  for all northerners, not just 
meetings at the mayor's home. residents of the N.W.T. capital. "We want 
WORK LONG HOIJRS e~'eryoue to feel welcome here, to feel that 
"Everyone e0nnected with the' Centre tt is their theatre." 
has put in long hours and given an enor- The Northern Arts and Culture Centre 
mous amount of their timer no matter how 
busy we were with our o~n full;time jobs," 
says Alex Czarnccki, the ~ell~knife film- 
maker who is producing the opening. 
"And none of. it would be possible 
without the top-calibre artists who are 
' donating their talent." 
. Country singer Carroll Baker cancelled 
a Toronto engagement to perform Thur- 
Sday+and Friday at the Midnight Sun 
special with John Allen Cameron. 
has captured the imagination ofmore than 
just northerners. Singer Anne Murray sent 
a donation,, as did William Shatner, the 
Hollywood-haced Cunadiun actor best 
known for his role in Star Trek. ' 
GLOBE HELPED 
The Toronto Globe and Mail led the fund- 
raising drive. The newspaper's eon- 
tribuUon Included onating the proceeds of 
two special northern advertising sections• 
Earlier On those evenings, broadcaster : Grant Hlnehey, a Yellowknife ac- 
Peter Gmwski is to be host of the Chain- countant overseeing the fund-raising, says 
pagne and Roses gala opening, about t750,000 worth of professional fees 
• Organizers concede that tickets are and contributions have been donated by 
priced steepl~ at $75, but they still need to engineers, architects, builders, lawyers 
raise $100,00o and they note that a portion and businesstm. 
wo C: t, good.  
STEEL BELTED 
RADIAL TIRES 
Tread wear  on the KM 400 is 
guaranteed (not just rated) for 




I P L A ~  ard |nsurance • Sn|sonal Removal And Installation Of K mart Tires 
N & ( NO RODITIONAL CHARGE FOR:. Installation, Puncture Repair. Road Haz. 
O M ADOITIOM: Every 8,0(}0 km. tor he llle ol your K mart ire, we will: 
@ © 1, Thoroughly inspect ires and jla ves eros. g, Proparly rotate tires. 3. Check 
front alignment• A,Rabalance. 
COABr TO COASr WARRANTY COVERAGE. 
SALES INVOICE REQUIRED FQR WARRANTY SERVICE. 
SIZES REG. SALE 
P195/75R14 79.97 60.97 
P205/75R14 7.8.97 60.97 
P215/75R14 84.97 66.97 
P225/75R14 91.97 71.97 
P215/75R15 87.97 69.97 
P225/75R15 92.97 73.97 
P235fI5R15 106.97 84.97 
P205/75R15 84.97 66.97 
5rlll  
SERVICE INCLUDES: 
INSPECTION OF: tires, including air pressure, shocks, suspension 
components, steering linkage. 
ADJUSTMENT OF: camber, castors, wheel bearings, toe torsion 
bars, centre steering wheel. 
Complimentary K mart car maintenance inspection. 
Addit ional  parts and services extra If requirI 13 + 
$2,00 extra for  vehicles with air condi t ion int  7 
K mart Specia IPr ice f 
* ++ • ~ E O  MERCHANOIIE POUCY 
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assistance with household 
management and dally 
living activities to aged, 
handicapped,  con- 
valescents, chronically III, 
etc. 4530 Lakelse Ave. 




Education Ass'n. Is 
concerned with upholdlng 
the right to life of the 
Innocent from conception to 
natural death. Active and 
supporting members 
welcome. Phone Roberta 
635.7749 or Mark at 635.5841, 
(ppd.30June.84.) 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
Monthly meeting Is held 
every last Wednesday of 
every month .'t 8:~ p.m. at 
the Kitl K'Shan staftroom. 
For more Intormatlon call 
Cathy at 635-2151 or Sue at 
635-4691. 
(ppclS.29iune) 
KSAN HOUSE is  
available to women and 
children who have been 
physically or mentally 
abused. If you need a 
safe temporary refuge 
call the HELP line 635. 
6441. (ppd.aprl130.84) 
THE TERRACE Foster 
Parents Association meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
mbnth at Morthwest 
Community College. We are 
• support group for foster 
parents. If you would like 1'o 





Sundays, 7-10pm 638.1362. 
(ppcI.Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to .comb 
and Join us, a family 
orientated group, with 
family and adult a'ctlvltles. 
We are a local support 
group; offering friendship, 
companionship and help If 
we can to families who are 
only one parent. Come nnd 
Join us the One Parent 
Families Assoclatlorl of 
Canada. For Information 
phone Ben 635.3238 or Judy 
638.1935 Or write BOX 372 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2B5. 
: (ppcl.131uIS~) 
PAR ENT'S.IN.CRISlS A 
self.help group for parents, 
seeking • to change 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
Soup Kitchen --  We provide 
free.soup to those In need; 
this service Is provided by 
volunteers who are 
unemployed. Donations of 
food and money ai'e needed 
to malnlaln this eervlce. 
3312 Sparks Ave. 
loam. 4pro 
638-1604 
. .  (ppd2-30mar8,1 
TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE 
Drop.In centre; support 
service for women; 
Information; referral; 
lending library; bookstore, 
cour~selling; support 
groups. 
4542 Perk Avenue; 




Monclay at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, at' 8pm Phone 
Isobel 635.9359 or Gloria 635. 
5546. .-.. 
(ppd.23mar84) 
EVERY THURSDAY at .7 
destructive patterns of p.m. In the Hospital Pyscl~ 
child.rearing. Weekly Unit fhore :Is a movie on 
l~neetlngs. Telephone crisis Alcohol and Drugs. fine • 635.5556 or wrlto to 
P.O. Box 494 Terre¢o, B.C. Everyone welcome. 
(ppd4-20june) (ppd.14may) 
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CLASSIPleD RATES 
LOCAL ONLY 
29 words Or less |2.00 per insertion. Over 20 
words S cents per word,'3 or more consecutive 
insertions Sf,~O per insertion.. 
REFUNDS 
First Insertion chsrged for whether run or not, 
Absolutely no refunds after ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS 
Must be made before second insertion. 
Allowance csn be made for only one incorrect 
ad. 
GOX NUMEIERS 
Sl.00 ptckup.  
02,0~ mailed 
CLASSIPISD OISPLAY 
R i t l l  av l i l i b i l  Upon request. 
NATIONAL, CLASSfFleD RATE 
32 cents per agate line. Minimum charge SS.~0 
per insertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL pad TRANSIENT AD. 
VERTiSlNO 
37 cents per line. 
eUSINRSS PiRSONALS 
aS.00 per line per month• On a minimum four 
month basis. 
'COMING JVSNTS • 
For Non.Profit Organlsetlons. Maxtmom S days 
insertion prior to event for no ¢llorge. Must be |S 
words or less. typed, and submitted to our offi¢e.~ 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
NOOn tWO days.prior tO publication day. 
CLASSIFIED ' • 
fiE00 o.m, on day previous to day Of publication 
MondoY tO Frldoy. 
ALL  CLASSIFIED CASH WITH OROeR elher 
then BUSINESSES WITH AN ESTAeLISHeD 
ACCOUNT. 
Service cbot l t  Of SS.00 an i l l  N.S.P. chedue~.. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS . 
NO chor0e provided news submitted within one 
month. 
Eoe gW, T l f fec i ,  I .¢ .  Heine Delivery " 
r IG  4J4 PhoIli I~11J-400e 
h L 
q 
CLASSl F lED ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Notices 6.00 




Cerdof Thinks 6,00 
In Memorlum 6.00 
pver tO words, S cents each addlt ioni l  word, " 
PHONE 635-6357 --  ClllLsiiied Advertising 
Deporlment 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Effective October t. ti l l0 
SlngleCopy 2~C 
By Carrier ruth. S3,50 
By Carrier year 31.00 
By Mall 3 mthe. 25,00 
By MOll 6 mths. 35.00 
ey Moll I yr.'~.00 
Senior Cifisen I yr, 30,00" 
British Commonwealth and  United Sti les of 
America t yr. 65,00 
The Herold reserves tee r ight tO classify ads 
under appropriate headings and tO set rates 
therefore and to determine page location. 
The Herald reserves tho r ight to revise, edit, 
classify or reiect any odvertleamont and tO 
relate any answers directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service and to rep ly  the CUStomer the sum 
paid for the advertisement' and box rental. 
eox rel)lle$ On "Ho ld"  instructions not picked Up 
wlthlh 10 daYS of expiry of an advertisement wil l  
be destroyed unless maili0g Inxtructions are 
received, Those answering Box Numbers are 
requested not to send orlgtnala of documents to 
avoid lOSS. Al l  c l l ims  ol errors in advertisements 
must be received by the put)~Isher within 30 days 
offer the first publication, ' 
i t  iS agreed by the advertiser requesting space 
that the l iabi l i ty.el  the Herald in the event ot 
failure to publish 0if advertisement or in Ihe 
event of an error appearing in the ~vc~isemenl  
~ pVOliahed shall be l imlted to th l  amount paid 
by the advertiser for only one incorrent insertion 
for 1he bortion of the idvert ielng space Occupied 
by Ihe incorrect or omllted I lem only, and Il lal 
there shell be no l iabi l ity tO any extent greeter 
1ban Ihe amount pold for such advertislhg. 
Advertisements must comply with the British 
Columblo Human Rights Act whlch pmhlbits any 
adverllslng thor dlscriminMes agalnxt ony 
person because of his race, raligion, se)c. color, 
nlt ionollfy, ancestry or pl~a M origin, or 
I~Ciuse his egl Js between 44 Ohd 4~ years, 
unless the condition io joxtified by a bona fide 
,r~lulrement tor the work involved, 
TERRACE 
KITIMAT 
Classified Mail.in Form 
• Your Ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; ............................................ 
• . . . . * . . . . . , . . , .  ,~,....,.*.e.....~........~..,~*...,~...•..~.....,.,,, 
; I 
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address ............................... 
Town .. . .  . . . .  :...~ ;.)....~ ..,~. Phone No. of Days . . . . . . . . .  
Classification ..;..~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Send ad along with  
cheque or money order to: 
20 words or less: S2 per day " DAI LY  HERALD 
Sd.S0 for three consecutive days 3010 Kalum St. 
$6 for four consecutive days Terrace, B.C. 
$7.50 for f ive consecutive days VRG 2M7 
Services 
UNSMPLOYMENT 
ACTION CENTRE -- We 
are a non,government 
agency that provides advice 
end counselling to the 
unemployed. Our services 
are free. If you need help 
with U'nemployment 
insurance problems or 












Tuesday - -  8:30 p.m. 
(Open Speaker) 




Hospital Psych Unit 
Thursday--8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hospital Psych Un!t 
Friday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 
Kermode Friendship Centre 
3313 Kalum . 
Saturday --8: 30 p,m, 
(Open) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Sunday, 8:30 plm. 
(Men's Closed) 
Anglican Church . 
Basement 
- 4726 Lazelle 
24 hrs. ~ 638-8195 
(1~d.31 July84) 
:TERRACE • :' 
DISTRICT 
COMMU N ITY 
SERVICES 
635-3178 
4530 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace VSG IP4 









MEALS-ON-WH E E LS 
635-3178 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL • 















& LIVING SKILLS 
r ~ 7 ~  
(plxt. 
• (plx~nug. 14) 
Juno CLUBS For Junior 7- 
14 years. J~Jlteu for aduH. 
For more Information call 
635.9316 and 635-9556. 
(l~'-33may) 
PROGRESSIVE CON- 
SERVATIVE ASsociation of 
Skeena. Information 
Memberships. Phone 6311. 
1206. 
(p6.31auglM) 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 
worded, thinking of an 
abortion? We at Birthright 
would like to Offer you our 
support and friendship. 
Free confidential ' 
pregnancy tests available. 
TIIIIcum Building 4721 Suite 
201 lazelle Ave. Office ! 
hours/~.$o Frl. from 9am 
to 11am Saturday 9am to 
Ipm Phone 6~.3~07 anytime 
(ppd-lum~) 
SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP 
LINE 135.4042 A 24hr. line 
br support and Information 
br victims of "Sexual 
assoult. Office location: 
N~2-323g Kalum Street, 
Open 9.4, Mon.Fri. 
• (ped-aprll30-N) 
• Secvices 
INCHES' AWAY CLUB 
meets every TuescJey a t  
6:45 p.m. In the Skeena 
Health Unit. • .... For In-. 
formation calJ Jeanne 630- 
7742 or Kathy 638.0,197. 
(ppc16.31aug) 
PROGRAMME CADRE- 
FRANCAIS Le Mlnlstore 
de L'Educatlon offre aux 
Francophones de Terrace 
un education en Francals. 
Pour Information: J.Y. 






THE TERRACE Figure 
Skating Club • wi l l .  be 
holding Its Annual General 
Meeting on May 28th at 
7:30pro In the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. 
Election of offlcors will 
take place. All Interested 
Events: 
. . . .  [11 I 
BIRTHiNg Be0 FUND 
Raffle. Tickets on ~sale at 
Doctor's offices and also at 
Skeena Mall on May 18, 19 
and 31st. Draw 1 June 84 
1st prize . " Pottery 
Casserole Dish; 2nd prize- 
Puff Qui l t  made by the 
Ladles .at Skeenavlew 
Lodge. 
(nc.lemay) 
A DINNER BANQUET 
will be held on Set. May 26 
at the Sandman Inn. 
Starting at 7pen. For 
tickets end or more In- 
formation please contact 
Steve Ross 638-8428; Roger 
GIIobs 635-5373; Something 
Good Book Store 635:3803. 
A warm welcome and open 
Invitation to all presented 
by: Fu l l  " Gospel 
Businessmen' s Fellowship 
Intereatlonal. 




In this club• are urged to  
attend. D .L .O .  PORTER 
(nc.28mey) CHARTERED AC.  
TERRACE TENNIS CLUB COUNTANT, Trustee In 
cordially Invites all tennis I~nkruptcy,. receiver, 
buffs to plsy ln the Terrace l iqu idator .  209-4650 
Tennis Open Mey 19,21st. 3 Lazelle Ave., P.O. Box 
events, Entry deadline. 888, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
Wednesday'• May 16~ 4R2. 638.0361, 635.5702. 
'inquiries to Tourney . " (p20-28may) 
Director • David Burdeff, 
~,So01evenlngs. Hopeto  TOTAL BUSINESS SER- 
see you there • "#ICES 24 hr. Answering 
(nc-16may) Service, Typing, Paging, 
IMAGES OF RIBBON N 
BLUES all native fashlolt 
show and dinner" will be 
held In c0nJuncflon with 
the Kermode Friendship 
Society' s annual general 
meeting to be held at 3313 
Kalum St. on 2 June 198,1, 
starting at 3p.m. 
• Photocopylng Alarm 




Sales & Service 
Phone 
435.7096 
New members are ALTOOVEY 
welcome and election for ~ .FURNAC~;I~EI~Iit~, 
the board of directors Will ~ , , p'h~ne'63~.~s~4 . " ' 
also be taking pla~e. : ' ' (stf] 
Please phone 635.4906 for 
further Information. 
(nc-6lun) 19 Help 
THE TERRA~cE Concert. Wanted 
Society will hold I~AnnuaI 
I I 
General Meeting on 
Wednesday, 16th May at 'EARN MONEY the 
7J: ~ 1 p.m. a t  Caledonia "Fuller Brush" way Phone 
Lecture  Theat re .  
Everyone welcome 
(nc.16may) 
T .ERRACE ART 
Association picture loan 
will be held Wednesday 
May 16th from l.gpm. In 




85 Order of the Eastern 
Star. Bake Sale & Raffle. 
Friday, May 18 at 2pro. 
Terrace Co.op. Proceeds to 




Action forTesns. General 
publlc meeting: Wed. May 
16 Spin. Carpenter's 'Hall, 
3312 SparkS. F i lm:  Is 
There LIM After'Puberty? 
Guest spaker ; Question & 
answer. 
(nc.16maY) 
.'. . " . .  
CHILDREN'S FAIR The 
Terrace Women's Centre 
Is sPonsorlng..a. Children 
Fair BUT we need your 
energy end Ideas. If you 
are .interested in ma.klng 
this event happen come to 
meeflog In the downstairs 
of the library, May 22nd at 
7pro. For more In- 
formation call the Terrace 







Approx. 850 potential 
employers listed across 
Canada. Detai ls,  In. 
format ion etc. Send 
stamped envelope to 
In ternat iona l  Era. 
ployment Service, Box 
429, Lumby, B.C. V0E 
2GO. 
(p20.18may) 
l WANT TO-- . • -make extra money 
• --meet nice people 
--work flexible hours 
----get free professional 
sales training . 
I 
'AVON IS FOR'YOU • 






The Northwest Community 
College Learning Resource 
Centre has an opening for • 
full time Audio.Visual 
Technician I II com- 
menclng 15 Jone '198X 
Inegotlable). 
DUTIES INCLUDE 
--service and repair of A.V 
equipment e.g., i6  mm 
film projectors, tape 
recorders ,  overhead 
prolectors, video equip. 
ment, etc. 
--book and drculote A.V 
hard and software * -  
--assist in the production 
of A.V learning packages 
--maintain files and 
statistics 
QUALIFICATIONS " 
--2 year college-Institute 
technical certification : 
--2 years relevant ex. 
perlence 
--familiarity with a wide 




(Step 1, BCGEU scale) 
APPLICATION 
DEADLINE 28 May 1984 
APPLY TO: 
Rol Morris, Coordinator 
Learning Resour~ Centre 
Northwest Community 
College 
P.O. Box 726 
Terrace, B .C . .  
VeG 4C2 
Wcmted. , miscellaneouB 
- HAWKE SEAFOODS-- 
Specializing In fresh 
prawns. Insaason cod, 
octopus, snails, halibut 
and shrimp. Fresh Red 






j j  
WANTED 
Good used guns, 
furniture and 
al~llancos. 
SPOT CASH or 
conslgnment. 











22 '  R IVERBOAT 
Flbreglass over styrafeam 
shd wood frame, with 3 
stage Hamilton Jet and 350 




(acc1-15may) 197.7. MODE L 22' 
t RIENELL DEEP Y 
hardtop with Alaska 
FO( bulkhead. Purchased new 
Hire . . . . . . .  l0 late 1978 and was used 
sparingly for 3 seasons. 
Has been stored under 
cover for last 2 years. Has 
188 Mercruiser I-O with 10 
IRS on newly rebuilt leg. 
140 engine hrs., new 
windows in full stand.up 
canvas, swim grids with 
ladder and ,rag.for mountt~ 
sink, 2 burner, a|cah#.l.~] 
stove,: Ice box, toilet, c.b., 
sounder, sleeps 4, spare 
prop, anchor etc. c.w 3,500 
lb..tandem read runner. 
trai ler with Tlmken 
bearings and buddies. 
Whole unit Is neat and 
clean and ready for the 
summer. Asking S16,500. 
Phone 8,17.5151. 
(P4.15,18,22,25may) 
FOR SALE-- Coopers & 
Lybrand L imi ted ,  
Receiver.Manager for The 
Cassler Packing Company 
Ltd~lnd Royal Flshorles 
Limited offers the 
following vessels for sale. 
--GIIInetters: Casslar 
Numbers 93, 21,22,23,24,28; 
--N Ightlngele: Terrl Dale 
II; Ronnle; Nocturne. 
--Collectors: Westward; 
Do Boy i l;  Kay Mac. 
--Seiners end Draggers: 
Carmannh Light; Sea 
Rake; Alr lta; Pacific 
Rover; Gypsy Traveller; 
Command Performance; 
Windward Star; Pacific 
Bandit. 
Contact SId Iranzad at 112. 
274.1221 or 112-661-5100. - 
(accBmay.tdn Sues ony) 
i 
40Equipment 
TERRACE DOG CLUB' 
Th i rd '  Annual Cham- 
pionship Dog Shows, Neld 
at Thornhlll Community 
Hall. May 18 12 noon. May 
19 at !0:30a.m. and May 20 
storts at 9am.Complete 
show each day with over 
100 dogs. Both con- 
formptlon end obedience 
classes. Concession open 
nil day long. Public 
welcome, no admittance. 
charge. Banquet end 
dance SatUrday night, 
Tickets avalloble at the 
show. • For more In. 
• :ifornlatlon call 635.4217, 
PLEASE SUPPORT "~is;7424 end evenings at 





School District No. 08 
(Terrace) requires • full- 
tlmeteacher of the Gltskan 
Language end Art to teach 
Elementary classes in 
Kltwange Elemenfnry- 
Sacendary School, com. 
menclng September !, 
1984. The successful ap- 
plicant should be ,both 
fluent In Gltskon and be 
very knowledgeoble about 
Gltsken Art and Culture. 
For further Information 
about qualifications or the 
program, please contact 
the principal, Mr. Dan 
Boudreaulf at 849.5484. 
To apply, please contact 
Mr. BroudreauIf or write 
to Mr. Skip Bergsma, 
Assistant L Superlnhmdent 
of Schools, School District 
80 (Terrace), 3211 Kenney 




II II I 
I "A" TICKETED JOURNEYMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
Not obs to small, all lobs 
cons idered.  Very 
reasonable rates. Ph0ne. 
1762'~i (p2~30may) 
J F IN ISHING CAR-|  
PENTRY Renovations n 
& additions, Jour . i  
neyman carpenter, n 
Rate $12.00 per  hour, II 





FREE 128 Career Guide 
shows you how to train at  
home for 20S top paying full 
and part time lobs. 
Granton Institute (Dept. I. 
25) 1055 West Georgia 
Street No.2002 Vancouver. 






PIANO FOR SALE-- 
• Small upright, glossy 
black, aS new, must soil. - .  . . .  
Fhone 635-9215. 
(pS.11may) 





STANDING AT STUD' 
BE R'AZTUS2 : 
1910 Q.H. Stallion 
Raztus Is a ROM Race 
Producer and Multiple 
Show ROM and Youth 
RQM'Producer.' Sire of 7 
hi.point award wlnn~s -
NBCQHA..1983. 
CONTACT 
DRI FTWOOD RANCH 
Jim & Ellean Shorter 
• Smlthors M7-3165 • 
(pg~elun)  
I 
i .  
I B 
32 Livestock 
. . . . .  I . . . .  I 
FOR SALE-- 1976 John 




Cy l inder  heads, 
Castings or block 
repaire. Contact us first 
for tho best quality and 
least price. Exchange 
stock available. TRI. 
PAR, Prince George, 
B.C. 562.711 I.
• (acc.fu) 
,41 ' , ,  
i machineq/ 
A S,;.;WERTEn., WD 
ROOSTERS FOR SALE-- diesel grader with Belly 
$2.00 each. Phone 635.5264. end front blade. G~)od -
(pl'ismay) condition S8,000. Phone 
after 6 p.m, 635.5407. 
33 For Sale (p3.17may) 
,m IscellaneOui 43 For Rent 
EQUALIZER HITCH misc. 
Mirrors Included, Phone i 
behveanS-6 or view at 4637 FOR RENT -•  Cement 
Weber St. forms. Carl 638.1396. 
(p,l-18may) (sffn) 
~3 For Rent 
: miBc. 
FORRENT 
OddMllows Hall ": 
3222 Munro :Street. For 
information' re rentals 
phone 635.2794 or 635.399S. 
(acc.tues&frl.tfn). 
HALL ' FOR RENI"-- 
Ukranian Catholic Hall. 
Located :at 4636 Welsh 
Avenue. Terrace. Kitchen 
facilities ,available. No 
catering. For bookings or 
more' Infdr marion, phone 




APARTMENTS ' ':'~ 




PHON E 63S481LI 
(acc.ffn-tues&fri) 









These apartments on 
Kenney & Agar offer: 
• -w.w carpeting 
--2 ;,ppllancee 
--drapes 
--laundry facilities on 
every flo~r ... 
--plenty of parklng 





'ONE BEDROOM suites 
Low rents. Close to town 
and shopping. Phone 635. 




APARTMENTS-- 1, 2 and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown locality. 
Complete with dishwasher, 
fireplace, frldge, stove and 
drapes..Undercover 
parking ;' Security 'lmtranC'~;: ;~
Pl~one.635.9317.; .. .. '.: .~.:t~ 
.'(accsopt12ffn) 
BASEMENT SUITE-- 1 i 
bedroom phone 638.1346. 
I (pS.lSmay) ONE & TWO BEDROOM ' Apts. Good rates. Call manager any time for 







1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
Spacious & clean. 
Extras Include: Heat, 
hot water, laundry 
facilities, storage Iock~" 
& parking. References 
required as Of Feb. 1-114. 




Two bedroom suite 
available 






To view please ~ phone 
635.4422. 
2bdm.BAS EME NT;~uitefer 
rent. Stove, frldge in.  
eluded. Close to school and 
town. No pets. Would.like a 






Frldge, rove, drapes, 
¢srpetlng • eft street 
parking, secur i ty 
system. r~ 
leE# start et 
$191 : ' ' *  
Phone m a~lFer'~ 
enytlme. W .', :': 
638.8245 
ONE BEDROOM & 
bache lor  su i tes ,  
Available Immediately. 
Frldge & stove Included. 
Sauna & recreation 
room. 638.9023 or 638. 
S1B to view. 
I r l  
48 Homes • 
for Rent ; 
FOR RENT-- 3 bedroom 
home in Horseshoe Area. 
Flrep!ace, large yard, gas 
heat. References required. 
Immediate occupancy. 
pe'r month. Phone 635. 
9649. 
l(p6.8,9,1O,14,15,16may) 
2 BEDROOM duplex with 
full basement, Situated 2 
blocks from downtown. 
Ideal for a working couple. 
Frldge and stove Included. 
Rent  ,$480- men t h.. 
References required. No 
pets. For eppt to view 
Phone 638.1522 between 6 & 
8 p.m. only. 
(p4-18may): 
DELUXE MAUl CONDO 
for rent, et the Wheler in 
Kaanepell. Best location on 
beach. • ", Write " Mr. 
McCarthy, 1981 W. 4,1 Ave. 
Vancouver V6M 2E8 or cell 
(604)736.0653 days,  
(604)261.6512 eves. 
(sift.Sues-tin) 
3 BEDROOM house In 
town. F rldge, stove, 
washer and dryer. 'No pets. 
References required. Also 





• town houses close to 
shopping centres and 
schools. Phone Terrace 
Manor 638.8417. 
(p20.21may) 
i i i i 
50 HomeB 
for Scde 
II I |  
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 
A small 3 bedroom house 
with a fireplace and. lots of 
trees in the yard. Close to 
town and schools. Asking 
$59,500. Phone 638.1639. 
(sff.29may) 
2 BEDROOM log house, 
1200 sq. ffl on main, 1000 
upstairs In loft, One.third 
acre scenic river view lot. 
$69,000 635.4868 or 638-0678 
Phone after Ipm to vlew. 
(p11.1Smay) 
I $n,soo I 
We planned It, we bu i l t l  
It, we love it ... so could I 
you. 3 year old !3~H ' sq. t 
| f t .  home on 4.~'~t~'E=l~l I 
| ~ ly  i.5 kn~ from city. I 
Many speelal features |
Include pine celllng, i 
fireplace, large master | 
bedroom with 3 pce.O 
ensulte. 638.1321." I 
' (pB.18may) I 
4 BEDROOM house In 
Horseshoe area. Large 
sundeck, garage, large re¢ 
room. Interested party 
only. Price $81,500. Firm. 
635.3449. 
(P10-24may) 
S YEAR OLD 3 level split. 
Asking.S62,900. Phone 635. 





PROPERTY on north end 
Lakelse Lake, Offers to 






FOR RENT-- S,000 ~q 
It, retail store. Locate¢ 
corner- of Lakelse 8 
Emerson-  best shon 
windows In town - fm 
further informatlor 
phone I. 638.5333 during 
business hours. ,I 
(acc4-aprll-ffn) 
I ii I ' 
55 Business 58 Trucks &~ ..... :~::/~59i~lllobl!e ... 
OppOrtunlt.q Va08 .:-~i:, - :~ Homes 
- " I J 
BUSINESS : 
OPPORTUNITY 
IN TERRACE; B.C.. 
Chevron Canada-Limited 
hasa business Opportunity 
available Immediately. to 
operate a Self.Serve 
Station in Terrace. 
This challenging op- 
portunity wlll be afl rective 
to Individuals Who have a 
desire and ability to run 
their Own business and who 
are able to make a 
mlltlmum capltai In- 
vestment of $25,000. The 
station has 2 covered 
pump islands, 2 eervlc~e 
bays and requires a dealer 
with some mechanical 
abil ity.. The successful 
candidate wi l l  receive 
training in the operation ,of 
• the station, In the prin- 
ciples of good business 
management as well as a 
continuing program Of 
marketing counseiil~g. 
To apply, please contact: 
CheVron~ Caneda Limited 
John Meneghello, 6.~8-8610. 
(acc2.15may) 
BUSINESS FORJ  
SALE- -  Establ ished| 
Jan i tor ia l  bus iness |  
p resent ly  g ross ing |  
$10O,OOO annua l ly ,  
Financial statements 
svallable. Operations 
Inc lude  vend ing  
machines. Reply to Box 
1485 c.o Terrace. 
Kltlmat Dally .Herald, 





1978 XS 1100 YAMAHA. 
'Fully tour packed• .Ex- 
cellent condition. Low 




VEHtCkE,':~ ~ ..... i 
TR~ RI~, ~.Sal~s 
For ell 'y0u~" Ihs'Brance I. 
needs. Wlghtman & J 
Smith Insurance, 3227 
Kalum Street, Terrace. 
635-6361. 
(accrues-mar27.84) 
COLLECTORSI 1965 Buick 
Skylark Convertible Red 
with white bucket seats. 
New radials, top, point. 
Never known rustl Im. 




58 Trucks & 
Vans 
I I 
1980 FORD V~. ton Super 
cab. XLT camper special, 
air condition, flit, cruise, 
carpets, bucket seats. 
Near new 14 ply 
Brldgestone fires. New 
brakes. ~Phone 635.5166 
between 5-6 p.m. or see at 
4637,Weher Ave, 
(p4-18may) 
1980 CNEV 1~ TON Diesel, 
Sliveredo, :flit, air con. 
dition, AM.FM, cassette, 
carpets, radials, 22,000 km 
on engineand trans. Phone 
635.5166 between 5.6 p.m. 




1974 Internat ional  
Dump' Truck Contact 
C.I.B.C. In Kltlmat, 632. 
2168. Highest or any bid 
not necessarily ac. 
cepted.. 
(acc10.16may) 
. . . .  : aehman 
.. Ap=rtments 
e.rr,e,.,, .I,.,.,, . .a , . . . . ,  r-,',-,, 
• ~. t . , ,  ~,c.,;rft .Fd,.,, ,,,tJe,d m,- - r , .  
638-8245 
1979 JEEP CHEROKEE 
4.x4, automatic, radio 
• $2,(~0. Call 638.1879 after 
• 6pm. 
(plO-24may) 
MUST SELi;--1980 Ford 
FlS0. 4x4,  6 cyl. shertbox, 
new tires, canopy, roof 
rack, excellent condition. 
Asking $7,200. Phone 638. 
1919. 
(p10.25may) 
1982 MAZDAB2000 Deluxe 
long box" pickup. Canopy, 
chains, snows. $6,250. 
72,000 k.m. Phone 635.3745. 
(p3.15may) 
1982 DATSUN King Cab 
4x4, 5 speed. Low mileage. 
Excellent condition. Will 
cor lsider car or truck as 
part payment. Asking 
S7200 635.4246. 
(p4.15may) 
1979 FORD Pickup F150. 
One owner• Excellent 
(:ondltlon. 26,000 original 
miles. Asking price $4,00(] 




BARGAINI 24'x48' moblle/ 
alr condltloner, root celler, 
quallty carpets, insulated' 
bllnds, porch, evetrough - 
landscaped gai'den. Phone 
Sunny Kelowna 762.4614. 
( pS.1&22,29,5,121 une rues 
on!y) 
FOR SALE~ 12x68 Vil la 
Vista. 3 bedroom with 
Jeey shack. Washer, 
dryer, fr ldge, stove, 
dishwasher and micro- 
wave built.In. Phone 638. 
8364 asking S19,000.- 
(p20-1Smay) 
1966 KNIGHT Trai ler 
1O'x4O' plus addition 
10'x22', finished. Excellent 
cond i t ion .  $5 ,$00 
negotlable'~ Phone 633.2421. 
(p20-Tiun) 
1980 SANDPOINT mobile 
home. 14x70 In good con. 
dltlon. For more in. 
formation dell 635.2261 ask 
for Rod or Ann. 
~, .o , ' .~!=. (~.~w 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :.--~ ...,'~;~:'~ ,~ • ~ r~ 
2 BEDROOM mobile home 
for ,~ r~nt. Located In IC .  
Ter( l~.  Reasonable rent. 'Q. This sdunde Ira- 
Phone 627.7171. Available 'probable but let me uk  
immed ately. ':": : IU~WIy, Is Woody .~Jlen 
~; '~: -  l pS.lSmay) - hern ia  feud with DouBles 
"'" :'~'r 4 * ' ..i Plirbtnks Jr,, of all poe. 
i~x(4~'ESTATE MOBILE • p~?--B.P. • 
hom~.': 3 bedrooms. Sot.up " A,.Woedy and Falrl~tn~ 
and:' skirted In Terrace .~ ' t  feucUn~ but there 
Trai ler Court. Fenced, "may not be the kindest of 
feellniPJ between them, landscaped yard with 2 
s t~e sheds. $18,900 and 







SKYLARK 10' CamPer ,  
toilet, stove with oven, 3 
way frldge, furnace, 
hydrau Ic iacks..To view 
4806.Hamer St. or phone 
635-6901. 
(pS-22may) 
22' TAURUS HOLIDAY" 
TRAILER Excel lent  
condition. Low miles. 
$7900. Phone 638-1305 after 
5pm. 
(pS-17may) 





The Sheriff wi l l  offer for  
sale by public auction at 
320-4741 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. on May 18, 
1984 at 10:00 a.m. the In- 
terest of the following 
Judgement debtor In the 
following goods and 
, chattels: Terrace Model 




various hobby crafts 
models and games 
Terms of Sale: 
Cash on an as Is, where is 
basis, subject to ~,oclal 
service tax. 
The sheriff reserves the 
rlght to adjourn the sale 
and apply to the¢ourt for 










PART-TIM E INSTRUCTOR 
ON E in Sociology 
A pert.time Instructor is required to teach 
Sociology 205-206 (Sociology of the Family) in 
Terrace commencing. September 4, 1984. 
University tranlng In Sociology and a. B.A. 
degree are required. A Masters degree and 
teaching experience In the social sciences are 
preferred. 
Salary depends on qualifications and experience 
and Is determined according to the N.W.C.C. 
Faculty Scale. 
Applications, accompanied by • Curriculum 
Vitae, should be made by May 21,1984 
ON E Math.Chemistry Instructor 
An Instructor is required to teach Chemistry and 
Mathematics. This is a temporary, part-time (70 
per cent) eRe-year appointment. 
Preferred Qual.iflcatlons. Masters degree in one 
of the subject areas being taught• 
Appointment commences August 15, 1984. 
Applications, accompanied by a Curriculum 
Vitae, shou Id be made by June 1, t984 to: 
Paul Snaecl 
. Head, Academic Division 
Northwest Community College 
P.O. Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
VOG 4C2 
,Terminal g F.x:: 
PICK UP & DELIVERY 
638-8195 
Radio Messale Answerinl Service 
For Pager No.31 





E.A, GARNER LTD. 
Terrace Bus Terminal 635-3680 
. The Herald, Tuesday, May 15, 1984, Page 13 
GoBBle Column 
8esnn Allen asked D0u8 to 
co4t~ in "The Purple 
Rose of Oaire," Woody's 
latest film, Ai ts his 
ouatom -- WoodyAs 
..l~tr. m~..ld about keePinii'Ms 
mm pinta under wraps'~- 
1;'alrbanks was asked to 
oh without sae l~-a  
completo seflpt. That*mfff-' 
ed the actor, now a torrifle- 
looking 74. What miftfed 
hlm even more was what 
he felt:was the piddling 
salary Allen was offering; 
Anyway, Falrbanks turned 
down the movie - and 
hastened to tell friends ex- 
aotly wby he did so. 
Q. What's new with SId 
Caesar? " Has he fully 
recovered from .Ida long 
bout of drug dependency? 
--P,D. 
A. Thst part of Sld's'life 
-- the long dark poHnd 
revealed in his  recent book  
- -  has been over for quite 
some Ume. Caesar Is bad( 
with a vunge~ee. I Jmt 
tearnedtbat 81d, In addl- 
ties to beadlinin8 a touring 
stale revelw with alnger- 
actress Carol Lawrence, is 










for Llcence to Scale Logs. 
Examination for Iicence 
to scale logs In t~ Interior 
will be held at Terrace. 
The examination w i l lbe  
proceeded by a scaling 
course. 
P lace :  Nor thwest  
Co m~munity Col|ege, 
T~'~ce .~:."'~' 
~ate of Scaling Course: 
May 28 to June 1 Inclusive 
beginning at 8:30 a.m. 
Oate of Scaling Exam: 
June 6, 1984 
The c~urse of instruction 
must be attended by 
persons "currently holding 
an "Appointment of Acting 
Scaler". To these persons 
the examination is free of 
charge. All other persons 
wil l  be charged an 
examination fee of $40.00. 
Application forms for the 
examination (F.S. 87,1969) 
must be completed and 
available for presentation 
at the examination. These 
may be obtained from the 
instructors during the 
course or from any District 
Manager' s Office. 
Persons wishing to at. 
tend the course are 
requested to register by 
contacting one of the 
following Ministry of 




Acting Regional Manager 
Ministry of Forests 
(acc9-25 may) 
he=vUy booked on ~ tee- ~,d~',TVcl=~owithx=-: 
ture circuit next- yaer. oiene Coea wtU be rerun on 
He'll have much to talk ataUens around the court-, 
hourab°ut aeimentosince somefrom450 half-..qds ~''.. ¢/b~u"r f inaho la ] t r  x, 'Tl~t'lha~d Improvel condl-. 
fabdous '~'our Show of flea. - , ,...;, 
RESIDENTIAL LOT SALES 
HALI . IWI [L  L AVE.  
'WILSON AVE.  
PRICES : LOT 3 $18.200. 
5 $19.200. 
12 S18.975. 
CONTACT 13 $19.450. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
PLANNING DEPT. 635-6311 
- I 
WASTE FILL 
Westar Lumber Operations will deliver 
free fill in Terrace and Thornhill. 
Anyone Interested should leave their 
name and phone number at 63S.6580. 
Brian Smith will contact Interested 
parties for details. 
, j .  
westar]]mber 
EMILY CARR COLLEGE OF ART 
AND DESIGN OUTREACH PROGRAM 
requires 
PART~TIME STUDIO ASSISTANTS, 
FOR THE FOUNDATION PROGRAM'S 
In 
Terrace (Northwest College) 
& Prince George (CNC) 
These challenging positions offer the university 
or art college graduate an opportunity to play a 
vital role In the delivery of Outreach Foundation 
Programs. 
Experience In art ed0catlon and a thorough 
knowledge of equipment, materials and 
techniques of courses offered Is needed to 
provide STUDIO SUPERVISlON and 
CURRICULUM SUPPORT for Instructors 
teaching many aspects of 2 & 3 dimensional 
expression and art history. 
Weekend and evening hours: 4 or S days per 
week. 
Fall Session: Sept. 12 - Dec. 4 
Spring Session: Jan. 16 - April 4. 
Prince George requires 2 esslstanfe. $3800. S4100 
per session 
Terrace requires I assistant $5,000 per session. 
RESUMES (or further Information) Prior to 
June 14, 1984 
Personnel, Emlly Carr College of Art and Deslgn 
1399 Johnston Street, Granvllle Island 
Vancouver, B.C• V6H 3R9 . 
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ NEWEST & BEST' I~O U 
Now at affordable Rates 
~ ~ ~  One bedroom at 832500 me. 
Two bedroom at 836000 me. 
- -A t t rac t ive ,  spacious, extra storage room 
- -Beaut i fu l  appl iances, t i led showers 
- - Love ly  cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
- -Large  balconies w i th  screened patio doors 
- - Lo tso f  park ing ,  recreat ion court 
- -Secur i ty ,  enter  phones and deadlx)lts 
- -Drapery  co.ordinated to w- -w carpets 
- -Walk ing  distance to down town 
- -Fami ly  or iented,  close to schools 
- -Hospi ta l ,  convenience store, parks, 
car wash, a l l  in a rea  
-S2M.00 move in allowance for May I -  31 
Professionally Managed 
by trained staff who respect : b 
and care for our tenants 
Telephone: 635-5968 
Property Stewards Western Ltd. 
1 
Paue 14, The Herald, Tuesday, May 15, 1984 
. . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . .  :-,,..:~. ,: : -.. 
, .!,~ . . .  
Owners and pets line up for the judges' ap. 
proval at the Mother's Day  Pet Parade held 
Saturday  at the Thornh i l l  Communi ty  
Centre, sponsored by the Terrace  Dog Club. 
Pets were ellglble for prizes for longest tail ,  
blggest feet, shortest legs, best costume and 
more. i 
Basebafl meets mysticism 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Barry 
Levinson's first movie as a director 
was Diner, a low-budget comedy with 
a no-name cast. His second is the $20- 
million The Natural, starting Robert 
Redford. 
"He was terr!fic," Levinson said of 
Redford, who directed Ordinary. 
People. 
"It was as good a situation between 
star and director as I can imagine," 
Levinson said. "He is totally 
professional, he knows his stuff and is 
always prepared. 
"It was never a matter of 'I'm the 
star and this is the way it will be.' He 
had his options, of course. I heard 
them, made my evalqation, and the 
decision was mine. There was never 
any questioning of my authority." 
The Natural, which opened across 
the country last weekend, is the first 
. ,  release made by' Tri-Star Pie- 
tures. The company had earlier 
released the independently made 
Where the Boys Are. 
REDFORD RETURNS 
Also, Redford makes his retm'n to 
the screen after a four-year absence. 
Bernard Malamud's novel bad 
been considered for filming ever 
since it was published in 1952. The 
mixture of baseball and mysticism 
had stumped filmmakers until the 
new Tri-Star company put together a 
package with a script by Roger 
Towne and Phil Dusenberry. 
Canadian ring master tours 
with: Gteat, :!:circ us Of" China 
TORGNTO '(CP) --Ch~'sBlake, for study,' although one p]~s'was the arranged, he was signed as director 
actor, student imd father of a imw chance to Improve hle Chinese. He of marketing, selling advertlsing and 
dau~hter, has run away from home to travels and eats with the troupe, Seeking sponsors' he'o he got the 
join the circus, in a. manner of ': often acting as intepreter and guide, ing-master's job, which ntarted with 
speaking, but his interestisin tlii~gs i He had no particular passion for the opening performance in 
Chinese'more than tho circus ltsolf, the drcun as a boy and it is his in. Edmonton April 14. The tour will 
He's ring-master for' the Great teredt in Chinese theatre, culture and conclude in. Moncton, N.B., June 24, ~ 
Circus ef China, now touring Canada language .that di-ew him into this with stops between in Montreal, 
until June 24, and he introduces the tour .  ' ' Toronto, Halifax and Quebec City: 
acts with spiels in Engli, sh, French A~ a young actor Blake had four It's a peopleclr'eua ~ no animals -- 
and Chinese -- more specifically, in seasona with the" S~atford Festival ' featuring trapeze stars, incredible 
Mandarin, the official language of and also worked at Theatre:London balancing acts, the Chinese rope 
China. . and the Toronto Young People's~* trick:and flying motorcycle acts. 
On duty in theringbesports formal?Theatre,' where his wife, Colleen, i s  '. A major problem for the 63'- 
attire with a big red carnatlen but he production manager. He missed his member circus, Blake says, is that 
was in casual jeans and sweater daughter's' flr~;t birthday while he the' tight schedule prevents them 
during a brief, hectic stop here to sit was ti'avelling: from seeing as much of Canada as 
final exams for his pest-graduate . Two years ago, sponsored"by the they'd like. 
course in international relations at Canada Council, he went to China foi" "They're just crying to see more 
the University of Toronto. ~ - five months to. study Chinese, the and find time to" look up long-lost 
He's studying Chinese, Ruesian theatre there and generally" to relatives. In Edmonton we took them 
and foreign policy. On the cirem - promote Canadian culture, to the big shopping mall and they just 
route he found it hard to make • time When the circus tour was  loved it/' 
Grizzly beer. 
In New York, it's l)llled '" Q ~ U / i ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~  
as "Canada's bear of 
beers," but gassy Grizzly 
Lager, promoted in the • 
state with a Yukon growl 
that sounds l ikea barfly's ; ;, , 
belch, can't, be had/this '" , 
side of the border. ~J~ Wiahtman & Smith 
Grizzly is brewed: in ,,., 
I Hamilt°n' but the watery W[cJS.!n nc Ag ncies 
lager is actually the work " :./ . sura e e Ltd. 
• Of Dutch master brewers . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
who also import the 3 '~ ITKALUMSTREET " 635.6361" 
popular Heineken. ' 
i 
Levinson entered the pict.ure through The Natural was filmed in Buffalo, 
Redford. "Bob had been a fan of Diner," the 'N.Y., with additional shooting in Hollywood. The location involved 
director said in a telephone interview crowd scenes in Buffalo's venerable 
from New york. "We met and talked War Memorial Stadium, and that 
and decided we would like to do provided Levinson's ' biggest 
something together. Six or eight problem. 
months he sent me the script of The "I was surprised whep I came to 
Natural." What seemed like a quickie scene: 
The theme appealed to Levinson, a Hobbs (Redford) steps to the plate " 
boyhood fan of the Baltimore Orioles. and hits a homer," the director 
"The book had been around for a remarked. "It seems imple until you 
long time, but no one could figure out realize that you need a sellout crowd 
what to do with it," Levinson said. in the stadium." 
Despite the crowd-handiing and 
capricious weather, The Natural ran 
only seven per cent.over budget, he 
added. • 
'!The nice thing about filming 
baseball is there is no need for 
tricks," he said. "The actor needs~to* 
run, throw and hit, and Bob can do 
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"There were some wonderful things 
in the book, but wonderful things 
don't always work as film. If it were 
done as pure realism, the mythical 
elements would be lost. So we had to 
create characters that would be 
romantic and flamboyant, but not 
• cartoon figures. 
"I saw it as an old-fashioned film, a 
big entertainment such as they made 
in the 1930s. The studios then would 
get the best people possible for all the 
roles. That's what we tried to do." 
"Robert Duvall doesn't have a 
giant role, but be's in and out,'! 
Levinson said. "The same with Glenn 
Close; she's in and out." 
ALSO IN CAST 
Others in the cast are Kim 
Basinger, Wllferd Brimley, Richard 
Farnsworth, Barbara Hershey, 
Robert Prosky Joe Don Baker and 
Darren McGavin. 
Hawaii KING S 
Flva-O News 
Can't KING S 
Can't NewS 






Lame Greene TIc Ta¢ 
Wilderness Dough 
Riptide The A 
Can't Team 
CO0'I The 
Can't A Team 

















Mister Late Night 
Moses with  
Waltons Dsvld 
Can't Lettermnn 
TUESDAY- 5 p.m. 
5 6 7 9 









Carte ~ Audubon 
Can't Wildlife 















National New Tech 
Night Final TImou 
Thmo'a World • 











12 13 C,0,CE 
Thlnkabout La Animal 
Living Soiree HoUse 
Oceanus ' du Can't 
Can't Hockey Can't ,  
Sewing' Regional Can't " 
Power LO Can't 
ApPl!ed Soiree 12 
Sketching du O'CLOCK Rock 
Computer Hockey First  
Systems Can't .Choice 
Using National Rocks 
Literature Can't Chris 
Design Le de 
Interiors Point Burgh 
Needle Ulncroyable The 
Craft Hulk Ruffian 
Growing Can't Can't 
Years  Can't Can't 
A:C Etolles Can't 
Circuits  • du Maurler Can't 




Nave Monsieur Table 
Can't le Minlstre for 
Can't RencoMres Five 















FoufOull , and, 
3,2,1 Mouvement ~ Llghtnlng 
Contact Toure Can't 
Callers ~ PaRse- Can't 
Cholca Parlour Can't 
Needlscreft Anlmadarle Cm1't 
COn't Can't Can't 
WEDNESDAY - 8 am. 
Sewing Zig. Lone 
Power Zig Wolf 
Prelect Le Jour McQuade 
Unlverle ou Krlthml Can't 
Spread Avis ~e CQn't 
Your Wings ReCherche Can't 
Africa Alto Can't 
File Boa Con' 
Gbtan Tog sou earth 
Wle Oehts Can't OdysMy 
OCIIflUI AU Cofl't 
Can't Jour Can't 
UnderMandln, le Betrayal 
the Jour Can't 
~or~h LI Teml~ Can't 
CoIl't de Vlvr~ Can't i 
IMnxluctlon Le Temps C~I ' t  
COmputers de Vlvre Con't 
Voyl~e Le Tempt C~l ' t  
Con'f  de Vlvre CMYt 
Outan .Boblno J Sh~ghal 
Tag BoUle) I Expreli 
Self In, At) Jeu COt)el ' 
rhlnkahout AO Jeu COB't 
Canada Today Film Fill Mormng 
A,M, Show Jimmy NlWl 
Can't Today Swaggort Mr, 
Can't Show 100 Rogers 
Korean' |  Huntlay " set, me Yoga GOOd Company Street Strut 
What'S Good Can't Can't 
Cooking Company Friendly Glint' Can't  
Joyco Oonbhal Canldlen Storybound 
Odvldlon , Can't Schools Zoo, Zoo, Zoo 
Definition Can't Mr. Oreesup Adventures 
Can't Can't Mr. Drlesuu Reidlt 
Creative Hot Ses4ml Inside.Out 
Cooking Potato Street gookblrd 
GUESS Search for Seimamo BIm¢OlPe 
What Tomorrow StreM Salt |n~, 
Noon Days All NoVl 
Ntwa of My Can't 
Hour our Children Can't 
COUfi" Lives Can't Can't 
~nofher AnOther CnC NeWS Wordshop 
World iWorld ~ CgC NeWs ' Thlnkahout 
i Another Another Take 30 Art CheSt 
,Wn~d World Toke $0 Umbrella 
/ 
Ge~llral Match Wok with Amd¢l¢dfl 
~oo~fltel Game . Yen Playhouse 
Match Oo It CaNt 
~OO'I ~ Game For Yourl l l f  Cofl~t 
The l l~lklWly Young Cltl~ 
Don grelklWiy ,nd I t  
Hirren greakaway the War 
Show 'ereakaway RntleU C, on~f 
Fentooy People's 5murls SOUemo 
I~wld COQrt Smarts Street 
Can't NIhtlco~t One Day Cou't 
Can't Newscope I t  i T lml  Con't 
b usiness directory 
Business Services Total 
IHTRODUCTORY OFFER 
PHOTO COPIES lO"each 
i11  638'8195 
diagonally opposite the library 
OFFICE MANAGEMENT SERVICES m i  
BONDED & INSURED 
Planning a Holiday but having o 
problem flndlng Compline & Reliable 
• care, 
TRY OUR STANDARD FEE 
OF (16.00)PER DAY.. 
Why Ruln a good l~lldey by worryln~, 




SkNna Haft ' I~ i  
Tonact, n,c, '~3547M 
FOR HIRE 
John :here 510 Backhoe 
Water & sewer lines, trenching 
' and much more " 
11iORHHILL EXCAVATliiG 
63S-5347 0 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
& CONSULTANTS 
STEVE R. CULLIS 
OOx 441 
TIrflRACE. B C 




- -HOUSESITT ING - -WINDOWS 
I 
AILOTHER MISC. JOBS 
• LOW& NEGOTIABLE  RATES ! 
635-253? or 635-3925 
MOBILE  H O M E S  . . 
on dlsplay ln Pine Park ~ry  
set Up, skirted, ready fo*; occupancy , L I~ .C  
Energy lffi¢ient",& Affordable (604) Gaa-14a7 
3889 Mu ler Ave. .. 635-9418 
• ~ m m m ~  
NOR-BURD/ %'   Hai,S pphimn .;,.. 
R.V .  R I=pAIRS  
~o~PARTS-NEW& usED 
V 
i ALL R.V. REPAIRS 
including Insurance Claims 
4759 Highway 16 West 635-6882 
Ttmtce. B,C. V8~ 1N 3 :\ 635-694S , 
Re ELECTRONICS 
Warranty Work On 
Sanyo, Fisher, Candle, York, Toshiba, 
Zenith, Uoyds, 
Repairs to all makes of 
• Stereos & T.V.'s 
.=  ORAW 6384)775 TERRACE 
i 
• For appointment call 
6se-;o26 
STYLISTS 
Sharon Cleve--Jo~n Prince-- Sandy Thomson 
4844 Leer Ave. 
DAVID J, DEDILUKE 
6~ITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYOR. 
I . 
330,5 KENNEy STREET, 
TEI~RACE, B.C. VSG 3G3 
638-1449 :'" 
~i' 
For information on . . ; :  
' ;." .'. -~._:-%_':.: '~'._"-"-'~:-a.~"Y. ': ~.':.-.':.: ~ . .  
, ; . : . . . : . . °  . . . , -  , , .  . . . .  t t , .  j . . ' .~  , , . r - . -  " ? .~F  
• m : . '  . .~J~:v'.'.'..)V.'..Mili;;,-~--~ :: 
Windshield Glass 
S p e c i a l i ~  Handled 
Promptly 
TERRACE KITIMAT 
~e.11~ , a32:4741 
running your ad in the business 
: . :  "directory;  'l .635"G357 ' 
I 
